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Executive Summary 

Ofcom has committed to understanding causes and potential solutions to 
‘not-spots’ in the UK 

Ofcom has committed to identifying the causes, and more importantly the scope for solutions for areas 
with a persistent lack of mobile coverage, known as not-spots, which, while not extensive, are 
significant for the affected communities. It has commissioned this case-study based evaluation to 
understand generic causes and solutions to not-spots. 

In this study PA carried out a measurement programme covering fourteen not-spots and two rail lines 
across the UK. The locations we studied ranged from rural tourist areas and small villages, through to 
some specific urban locations where poor coverage had been reported. The sites were selected to 
form a representative set in England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. 

The majority of measurements were of signal strength on the main 2G mobile voice networks, with 
additional measurements on 3G networks in some of the not-spots and rail lines. In general these 
confirmed that the locations nominated as not-spots did indeed suffer from lack of signal strength for 
one or more of the mobile networks. We also spoke with stakeholders in the various areas and 
network operators both to gain their views of the causes and impact of poor mobile coverage, as well 
as understanding what actions may have been taken in the past to seek improvements. 

While mobile coverage is generally high, there are a significant number 
of ‘not-spots’ across the country 

2G mobile coverage in the UK is generally high but there are pockets without coverage that are 
significant for users who have a highly localised perspective. Although not-spots are generally 
regarded as a feature of more remote communities they affect a range of users and communities 
including more urban as well as the more remote and popular tourist destinations. Using the case 
studies as a proxy for the UK as a whole it would appear that there are very few sites where there is 
even a small population but no coverage at all over a large area. However there are many areas 
where coverage is patchy and provided only by a minority of operators.  

Depending on the area of a particular not-spot, and whether there is coverage by any operator, the 
impact may range from an inconvenience - such as a postponed or missed call, or potential personal 
or business cost implications, - to potentially life affecting. The various stakeholders that we have 
interviewed during this programme cited a range of effects, and presented an overall picture where 
mobile coverage is now seen as an essential service, in the same was as a fixed telephone has been 
for many years. 
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Not-spots are caused by a number of factors, the dominant one of which 
is lack of a positive business case 

Causes of not-spots can be grouped by common characteristics as shown below, which may indicate 
common solutions, such as not-spots being unknown (unreported) to operators or those which are 
known but for which there are technical or commercial barriers to mitigation. 

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

*count of unexpected or not defined as not-spot combined: 5,9%

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
site is NOT a not spot for this 

operator (21, 38%)

Mitigation in progress 
Operator is currently taking 
actions to provide coverage 

(0, 0%)

Unexpected* not spot
Operator did not have site 
specific information which 

showed the lack of coverage

Not defined* as a not spot
Operator’s design 

rules/definitions of not spots 
are different to those in the 

study

No compelling business 
case 

There is insufficient 
commercial imperative to 
develop the site (28, 49%)

Resource constrained
Operator does not have 

resources (staff, budget etc) to 
proceed (0,0%)

Positive business case 
Operator wishes to improve 
coverage but no work is in 

progress

Solution blocked 
Operator tried to provide 

coverage but encountered 
problems

Technical
Disproportionate technical 
challenges encountered 

(2,4%)

Social/ cultural/planning 
Refused permission to 

proceed (0,0%)

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

*count of unexpected or not defined as not-spot combined: 5,9%

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
site is NOT a not spot for this 

operator (21, 38%)

Mitigation in progress 
Operator is currently taking 
actions to provide coverage 

(0, 0%)

Unexpected* not spot
Operator did not have site 
specific information which 

showed the lack of coverage

Not defined* as a not spot
Operator’s design 

rules/definitions of not spots 
are different to those in the 

study

No compelling business 
case 

There is insufficient 
commercial imperative to 
develop the site (28, 49%)

Resource constrained
Operator does not have 

resources (staff, budget etc) to 
proceed (0,0%)

Positive business case 
Operator wishes to improve 
coverage but no work is in 

progress

Solution blocked 
Operator tried to provide 

coverage but encountered 
problems

Technical
Disproportionate technical 
challenges encountered 

(2,4%)

Social/ cultural/planning 
Refused permission to 

proceed (0,0%)

Numbers in brackets are numbers and percentages of 'site-operator' instances of not-spots. 

The lack of a compelling business case dominates these factors, with contributing issues of market 
policy, deployment costs or lack of revenue. We have also looked at the other potential reasons why 
operators do not cover not-spots, including issues around planning consent, and have found that 
whilst there may be some instances where these factors are important, in general they are not 
significant in the large majority of cases. 
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The pie chart below shows the breakdown of causes between business case (49%), technical 
challenge (4%), sites where the operator concerned believes that coverage is 'good enough' (9%), and 
sites where an operator does provide coverage (38%) - this last category covers partial not-spots 
where at least one operator covers the not-spot, but others may not. 

21 site-operator 
instances (38%)

5 site-operator 
instances (9%)

2 site-operator 
instances (4%)

28 site-operator 
instances (49%)

Not a not-spot (ie operator provides cover over the study area)
Not defined as a not-spot or unexpected not-spot
Positive business case: technical challenge
No compelling business case

Resolving not-spots in villages and towns 

This study focuses on the potential to resolve 2G not-spots, and possible solutions are targeted 
accordingly - noting the role that others could take as appropriate. A 'long list' of potential solutions 
was identified for the most prevalent causes found and considers the merits and drawbacks of the 
highest potential solutions along with implementation limitations and barriers. A more detailed 
evaluation would be required before progressing these.  

Since not-spots are generally present because the revenue potential of the site does not justify the 
investment necessary to provide coverage, the scope for solutions is somewhat limited, and has to 
focus around reducing or defraying costs through other means. 

In this report we consider mechanisms such as introducing low cost local coverage solutions such as 
microcells and picocells, as well as increased use of site sharing and roaming to reduce the total costs 
of coverage. However, if the business case for a conventional infrastructure deployment does not 
justify rollout, then the reduced costs of microcells and picocells generally does not provide a 
sufficiently low cost to tip the balance. 

The possibility of communities subsidising the necessary infrastructure is also considered. There are 
lessons to be learnt from France and Norway where a more holistic view is taken of coverage, with 
local action and government grants providing mechanisms for subsidising network operator costs. 
These appear to be effective in significantly reducing the number of not-spots in those countries. 
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Not-spots on rail lines 

Rail lines are known to be difficult for mobile coverage, partly because of the long distances they run 
in rural areas, and partly because the rail carriages provide a barrier to signal penetration. We have 
measured performance on both the East and West Coast mainlines, and the differences between 
these demonstrate that it is possible to provide some ‘reasonable’ level of coverage. The coverage on 
the West Coast mainline is very significantly better than that on the East Coast; the level of coverage 
offered by different operators also varies enormously, resulting in the probability of maintaining a 15 
minute call, varying from 55%- 80% on the West Coast mainline, to as low as 10% for two operators 
on the East Coast mainline. 

We also measured 3G coverage on these lines, showing that this is significantly less mature and likely 
to result in 3G to 2G hand-off for long distances. 

Overall Conclusions and Recommendations 

There appears to be an opportunity to provide a framework of support that empowers communities to 
devise solutions with Mobile Network Operators. At the simplest level this might simply be providing 
additional information to help communities understand their options, how to engage with network 
operators, and the role of Ofcom. At a more practical level we consider the benefits of establishing a 
fund which can provide financial support for infrastructure in areas of low population density. 

We believe that national roaming would provide significant improvements in some not-spot areas and, 
as with site sharing, this could reduce costs to each network operator to the point where providing 
coverage become economically viable. 

Finally, we believe that more information on coverage is required, and that this should be in a 
standardised format enabling comparison between operator services such that users can make an 
informed decision about coverage in their area. Whilst postcode-based checkers go some way to this, 
their accuracy is limited to the point at which they have limited value. 
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1 Introduction 
Ofcom has committed to identifying the causes, and more importantly, the scope for solutions for 
areas with a persistent lack of mobile coverage. These 'not-spots', while not extensive, are significant 
for the affected communities. Ofcom has therefore commissioned this case-study based evaluation to 
understand generic causes and solutions to not-spots. 

1.1 Ofcom committed to study the causes of persistent 2G 
not-spots - localities with poor mobile coverage 

Ofcom reported in its 2009 assessment of the mobile sector, 'Mobile Evolution'1, that making progress 
on mobile phone not-spots would be a priority for 2010, and set out a number of actions, including:  

� Commissioning a study to understand the causes; 

� Working with industry to better understand the end-user experience; 

� Liaising with mobile operators and public bodies to explore the contribution Ofcom could make to 
facilitate better coverage;

� Seeking to improve the information available to consumers. 

This emphasis arose from the assessment's conclusion that mobile coverage remains an area of 
concern: 'signal and reception problems are one of consumers’ most-mentioned concerns regarding 
mobile phone services. This is indicated to us through our research'… 'and is reinforced by comments 
from our stakeholders, who have emphasised the continued presence of mobile not-spots and the 
dissatisfaction of a significant proportion of mobile users with coverage and network quality'

Specifically, 'the research found that over half (56%) of consumers and 91% of small business 
respondents reported difficulty with mobile coverage – and a third of all those surveyed said that this 
was a regular experience'.… 'the most common problem people experience is not-spots, where people 
get no reception at all: 36% of UK mobile users have experienced this, 18% regularly.' 

1.2 Ofcom requested PA to undertake this case-study 
evaluation to understand generic solutions to not-spots 

Ofcom commissioned this case-study based evaluation rather than a generic consultation in order to 
focus discussion around the causes and solutions for not-spots. In its role as facilitator, Ofcom intends 
the conclusions from this study to act as a catalyst for any interested parties who wish to cooperate on 
resolving outstanding not-spots across the UK.  

This approach was proposed as a means of obtaining more quantitative and objective evidence, 
recognising that there is unlikely to be a 'one-size fits all' solution. The aim has been to identify a small 
number of areas of poor 2G2 coverage, to measure the extent of coverage in those areas and to 
consult a cross-section of stakeholders with local, regional or national interests in the site as a means 
of establishing causes and options for improvements. 

                                                     
1 Mobile Evolution, Ofcom's mobile sector assessment, 17 December 2009 
2 '2G', or 'second generation' mobile in the UK uses the GSM standard. '3G' uses a more recent, wcdma standard.  
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It is not been the intention to make 'value judgements' on any mobile network operator, test location or 
train service but to use case studies as a way of building up a body of evidence on generically 
applicable causes and solutions. 

There are two major aspects of the study of not-spots - the effects (on the user) and the causes (as 
seen by the Mobile Network Operators). Here the user's perspective is considered in the discussion of 
impact while that of the operator is considered in the discussion on causes. It is only by mitigating the 
causes that the impact on the user is alleviated. 

1.3 Not-spots are areas of persistently poor coverage 

1.3.1 A not-spot is defined as lack of sufficient signal to maintain a call

The type of radio system being used determines the minimum signal level necessary to make a call - 
this is a theoretical minimum modified to account for an accumulation of losses from different sources 
as described in Appendix B. These allowances are statistically determined but do involve some 
engineering judgement and so may differ slightly between operators, resulting in slightly different 
opinions from different operators as to what constitutes a 'useable' signal level. They include factors 
such as losses caused by obstructions, proximity to the head, and other factors. 

In order to set a common basis for this 'minimum signal level', Ofcom identifies minimum working 
powers for different environments - these differ between 2G and 3G systems, and between high 
capacity, typically urban environments, and rural environments with lower capacity expectations and 
primarily outdoor coverage3.In this study Ofcom asked us to carry out a programme of signal strength 
measurement, which we did using mobile equipment as described in Appendix A. 

The effect of these differing definitions of useable signal is that some sites that Ofcom identifies as 
'not-spots' may not be recognised as such by network operators. 

The power levels required to maintain a 2G or 3G call are explained in more detail in Appendix B. 

1.3.2 A not-spot may not have a total lack of coverage 

For this study a not-spot is defined as a geographic area in which there is a persistent rather than a 
transient problem with initiating or sustaining a mobile call, generally related to inadequate coverage - 
in general this will also result in dropped calls as people transit through the area. 

A not-spot may be: 

� Total - no mobile coverage by any operator at a given location or,  

� Partial - some network’s customers have coverage, but customers of other networks do not.  

For 2G networks a not-spot means no coverage from at least one of the four Mobile Network 
Operators (MNOs) - O2, Orange, T-Mobile and Vodafone. For 3G networks the coverage from '3' is 
also relevant. Whilst it may be argued that lack of coverage from a particular operator is not critical, it 
is instructive to understand why this occurs since the lessons will also apply to other sites. 

                                                     
3 See separate appendix, Section B. On this basis signal levels below -87.5 dBm will be likely 2G not-spots. Above -73.7 dBm 
indoor 2G calls can be made with confidence; in the mid range indoor coverage will be unreliable. Signal levels below -105.5 
dBm will be likely 3G not-spots. Above -91.7 dBm indoor 3G calls can be made with confidence; in the mid range indoor 
coverage is likely to be unreliable. 
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As an example, Figure 1 below shows that in Bamburgh, Northumberland, coverage is patchy. One 
operator (B) has good coverage near Budle and the caravan park but it is poor in the centre of the 
village (red circle). Conversely another operator (C) has relatively good coverage in the village, with 
some indoor coverage, but there is none at a community and caravan park. 

Operator C

Areas of 
relatively good 
coverage for 

both operators

Operator C

Areas of 
relatively good 
coverage for 

both operators

Not-spot  at Bamburgh
village and the castle

Operator BNot-spot  at Bamburgh
village and the castle

Operator B

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 1: Example partial 2G not-spot in Bamburgh, Northumberland from two different operators 

In this report we consider each of the fourteen 2G not-spots in terms of: 

� Overall coverage of the area, looking at the number of operators that serve the site, the reasons 
why the site might be difficult to cover etc. (there are 14 instances of these not-spot areas in this 
study - they are referred to as not-spot instances). 

� Coverage provided by each operator individually, and the causes that have led to some operators 
having worse coverage (there are 56 instances of these - 14 not-spots considered for each of 4 
operators - they are referred to as 'site-operator' instances). 

3G not-spots are considered for a subset of the 14 not-spots4 and rail lines; rail lines are dealt with 
separately in this report. 

1.3.3 Not-spots are caused for a number of reasons 

Not-spots are caused by one or more of the following: 

� Lack of coverage of area by base station transmitter 

� Shadowing effects of large buildings or hills 

� In-building penetration losses (particularly through dense walls and metallised windows) 

� In addition, in some places there may be interference issues caused by particular radio planning 
problems, but these are rare 

� Also, in areas of marginal coverage, it is likely that some handsets (even from the same 
manufacturer) will perform better than others.  It is particularly true that current handsets have 
integral antennas which are less effective than earlier, external stub ones.  Whilst improvement in 
antenna performance would help network coverage, it is clear that manufacturers aim for attractive 
small products, despite some compromises in sensitivity. 

                                                     
4 3G coverage was considered for Ashwell, Lincoln, Llandudno and Nottingham 
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2 Extent and impact of 2G not-spots 
In this study, Ofcom asked us to consider mainly 2G not-spots. The reason for this is that 2G forms 
the core coverage of cellular networks in the UK, and is used by most subscribers. Where 3G phones 
are used these will in any case 'fall back' to 2G operation if there is no 3G signal, and it is therefore the 
2G network which defines the extent of coverage. 

2G mobile coverage in the UK is generally high but there are pockets without coverage that are 
significant for users who have a highly localised perspective. Although not-spots are generally 
regarded as a feature of more remote communities they affect a range of users and communities from 
including the more urban and remote and popular tourist destinations. Using 
the case studies as proxy for the UK as a whole it would appear that there are 
very few sites where there is even a small population but no coverage at all 
over a large area. However there are many areas where coverage is patchy 
and provided only by a minority of operators. The impact of the not-spots 
ranges from an inconvenience - such as a postponed or missed call, or 
potential personal or business cost implications - to potentially life affecting. 

2.1 2G mobile coverage in the UK is generally high 
In general, 2G coverage across the UK is high and Ofcom data show near 100% of mobile coverage 
and that 91% of homes have a mobile phone5. Individual operators may use slightly different 
definitions but typically indicate6 population coverage around 99.5%. This corresponds to fewer than 
300,000 UK residents having poor or no access to 2G mobile coverage. Ofcom's own data suggest 
that 98% of the population reside within postcode districts where at least one operator has at least 
90% 2G and 90% area coverage. 

                                                     
5 www.ofcom.org.uk/research/cm/cmr09,www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/access/access/
6 See for example, www.mobilesco.uk/coverage.html which summarises data from individual operators' websites and including 
Vodafone's stated coverage of 99.7% 

[people] 'think it's just 
an issue for rural 
areas, but it's not'
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2.2 User experience is highly localised making even very 
small not-spots significant for some 

Ofcom's postcode data are cited for area level7 and most 
operators' public domain information is at a level of 10-
100m, but the user experience within a given postcode can 
be very different, particularly where populations are lower 
and postcodes correspondingly larger. 

Stakeholders typically describe areas of poor coverage on a 
scale, or in terms, different to that considered or planned by 
operators. The most common are: 

� A granularity of coverage on the scale of a few metres 
rather than many tens of metres 

� An expectation of indoor coverage where an operator 
may have planned for outdoor coverage only. 

� A not-spot of only a few square metres, or with only 
outdoor coverage where users assume indoor coverage, would not be classified as a not-spot by 
an operator. 

This was reinforced by observations on postcode checkers that coverage can be overstated, possibly 
due to insufficient granularity or a failure of users to realise that most predictions apply only outdoors. 
Curiously, few stakeholders reported using coverage checkers, typically relying on local knowledge 
when choosing networks.  

Operators provide measures to help customers decide whether coverage 
meets their needs, such as 14 or 28 day returns option and continuous 
improvement of coverage checking tools, but it remains an issue8.

One observed that there was little commercial imperative for them to 
change their network coverage and if it doesn't meet the needs of an 
individual they would rather that person change provider - a statement exactly mirrored by the 
experience one stakeholder reported. 

Not-spots, large or localised, affect a range of communities and users, as seen across the study sites. 

It is generally accepted that not-spots affect rural communities disproportionately but the case-study 
sites9 selected were a mix of communities, population size and geographies (Figure 2 and Table 1). 
These were from the most rural locations, popular tourist destinations, a semi-rural commuter village 
and two cities - most of these sites were from a list previously identified to Ofcom, largely from its 
advisory committees.  

                                                     
7 A postcode area is defined by the first two letters of the outcode, as explained on the Cabinet office website 
(http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/govtalk/schemasstandards/e-gif/datastandards/address/postcode.aspx)

8 See for example the BBC Watchdog programme of march 2009 
(www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/watchdog/2009/03/mobile_charges_but_no_signal.htm)

9 The selection process and site information including population and visitor numbers are listed in the separate appendix, 
Section C 

"I can get coverage in my garden and in 
the car" - "There's one room in the house 
where I can use my phone" -"I have to 
stand on a chair upstairs to make a call". 

A senior member of staff of one MNO 
interviewed said he could see his network's 
base station from home but couldn't make 
a call inside his house 

[I have] 'lost faith in them' 

'Postcode checker came up as quite good, 
but that's a nonsense'

'I have heard of online postcode checkers 
but have never used them myself'

'The coverage checker is 
based on planning tools 
and calibrated from time to 
time. It's also updated 
regularly' 
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However these are by no means unique. For example, while only two cities were evaluated 
(Nottingham and Lincoln) Rightmobilephone's survey found10 that users report problems even in larger 
towns or cities - with the top five cities or towns where people experienced problems being Fort 
William, Porthmadog, Barnstaple and Carlisle in addition to Lincoln. Further, two stakeholders 
regarded the issue of coverage in the tourist areas at Burry Port and Pembrey as a microcosm of the 
issues facing tourist areas along the South Wales coasts - with similar issues at Swansea. And the 
mixed coverage at Ashwell was reflected in an anecdotal survey of residents of nearby South 
Cambridgeshire villages. 

Ashwell

Nottingham

Lincoln

Bamburgh
Ettrick

OrkneyElphin

Uist

Loch Erne

Mournes

Llandudno

Pontrhydfendigaid

Burry Port

Patterdale

Rail lines

Ashwell

Nottingham

Lincoln

Bamburgh
Ettrick

OrkneyElphin

Uist

Loch Erne

Mournes

Llandudno

Pontrhydfendigaid

Burry Port

Patterdale

Rail lines

Figure 2: Map showing selected sites around the UK  

                                                     
10 As reported in Mobile Business, November 2009 
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The sites selected comprised a mix of total not-spots - no coverage by any operator - to partial or near 
total coverage. The assessments of whether sites are not-spots are inherently subjective and there is 
a need to balance the wider overall perspective of generally good coverage across a community with 
the highly localised view of users who may be affected at the level of a few households - the 
summaries presented err on the side of the individual user - so where several hundred residents might 
be affected in a large city of more than 400,000 residents, such as Nottingham, the site is still deemed 
to have local not-spot (for indoor coverage). Conversely where only a few homes have no coverage 
the site might be classified as having good coverage. 

The summary in Table 3 shows that 6 of the sites might be regarded as total not-spots while 4 are 
partial not-spots, with coverage provided by only one or two operators. If indoor rather than outdoor 
coverage is considered 12 are total or partial not-spots. 

Considerable caution should be exercised in the use of the number of visitors or visitor-days to each 
site as a range of sources have been used, some informal and assumptions were made to estimate 
the number of visitors local to the study site. The sources of the visitor days and these estimates are 
provided in the separate appendices.
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Location Number of operators covering 
all or most of the site  

Estimated
population  

Estimated visitor 
days11

England 

Ashwell, Herts. 2 1,650 68,000 

Bamburgh, 
Northumberland 

1 450 148,000  

Lincoln, Lincolnshire 4 85,600 17 million 

Nottingham, Notts. 4 267,000 34 million 

Patterdale, Cumbria 1 450 ~3.1 million 

Northern Ireland 

Lough Erne Golf Resort, 
Co Fermanagh 

3 * 40,000 

Roads and towns in the 
Mournes

0 ~10,000 total  1.2 million 

Scotland 

Elphin, Sutherland 0 100 10,000 

Ettrick, Scottish Borders 0

No coverage in any of the study 
area

100 10.000 

Orkney mainland 0 19,250 (all Orkney 
Islands)

500,000 

North and South Uist, 
Highlands and Islands 

0 3,100 60,000 

Wales 

Burry Port & Pembrey, 
Carmarthenshire

2 8,000 600,000 

Llandudno, Cowy 4 20,100 1.2 million 

Pontrhydfendigaid, 
Ceredigion 

0 200 12,600 

Table 1: Summary of selected land sites and key characteristics  

                                                     
11 Appendix C provides the source references for the estimates of visitor numbers 
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Rail

London Kings Cross Edinburgh East Coast (previously National Express East Coast) 

First capital connect between Stevenage and Peterborough 

Glasgow (Central) London Euston Virgin Trains 

Table 2: Summary of selected rail sites  

Coverage No coverage for most or all 
of the study site (total not-
spot)

 Coverage from 1 or 2 
operators over the major 
parts of the study site 
(partial not-spot) 

Coverage from 3 or more 
operators over the major 
parts of the study site  

Outdoor 6 4 4

Indoor 10 2 2

Table 3: Extent of outdoor and indoor 2G coverage12 at the study sites 

Residents and visitors in and around not-spots 

It is difficult to estimate accurately the numbers affected as not all residents or visitors to an area of 
poor coverage will be affected regularly or temporarily. However, a simple qualitative estimate based 
on the location of homes and tourist destinations suggests that up to 10% of residents or visitors may 
experience not-spots at the study sites, a total of ~43,000 residents and ~5.8 million visitor-days.  

Numbers 
affected 

No coverage for most or all of the study site 

(total not-spot) 

 Coverage from 1 or 2 operators over the 
major parts of the study site (partial not-
spot)

Resident 32,500 10,600

Visitor-
days

2.0 million 3.9 million

Table 4: Estimate of the number of residents or estimated visitor-days likely to be affected by total or 
partial not-spots 

                                                     
12 Note the caveat on the subjective component to this assessment in the text.  
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2.3 Impacts range from inconvenience to life affecting 
While a significant proportion will never encounter problems, impacts are diverse and significant - from 
inconvenience, costs associated with multiple network contracts, cost and time impact on businesses 
and in one case an example was provided of a death being attributed in part to the lack of coverage. 

Stakeholders were not able to quantify the effect of poor mobile coverage on their daily lives when 
living in a not-spot or as visitors to a region, but numerous examples were provided - a small selection 
of which are provided below by way of illustration, with additional examples in Appendix C. 

Inconvenience unlikely to have major cost implication 

Stakeholders report a range of inconveniences such as  

� 'I use my mobile phone less than I would like' 

� 'It is an annoyance in my personal life' ,

� Being out of contact with family; 'I can't keep in contact the kids'

� Having had to change contracts when moving to a not-spot (and incurring termination charges).  

� 'there are a lot of very frustrated people wandering round the village in the summer' 

� 'kids have grown up with these things' [we don't want to be left behind]

� 'Tourists come and want piece of mind, but they also want mobile coverage' 

Significant inconvenience with cost implications 

� A seasonal contracting business with a peripatetic work force paid hourly reports that poor coverage 'adds 
hours to the working day' as the manager was obliged to travel to the sites to monitor progress and allocate 
work. 

� One reported that health workers and mobile service providers (e.g. school bus drivers) have contracts on two 
networks to maximise the likelihood of obtaining coverage across their region. 

� 'I can't hold business meetings or work remotely'

� 'Farmers struggle as they need digital technologies to conduct their business'.

� Two sites hold events involving thousands of visitors (Golf at Lough Erne Resort, Eisteddfod events at 
Pontrhydfendigaid). In each, stakeholders report that international media and high profile individuals attend - a 
lack of coverage 'disappoints'

� In Wales the Pavilion director suggests that some media may not attend as they know they will not be able to 
get a phone signal to access the internet – which essentially prevents them from doing their job of 
broadcasting live events properly. This is thought to severely impact the revenue of the Pavilion and is an
'embarrassment'.

� Similarly, the golf resort provides free landline calls if mobiles don't work - incurring a business cost.
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Potential safety implications 

� Ettrick was included in the study as a result of an incident13 in 2004 in which a death was partly associated 
with a lack of mobile coverage. The local community council in Ettrick and Yarrow petitioned, demanding 
complete coverage, encouraging government to pressure mobile networks to provide coverage. 

�  In Northern Ireland, council staff reported not being able to make emergency calls when on council business 
and faced with a threatening situation - resolved only by chance and a third party's intervention.

� The safety of mobile post offices in more remote areas was noted by one expert stakeholder  

                                                     
13 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/south_of_scotland/7896905.stm
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2.4 Observations on 3G coverage 
Both 2G and 3G data were collected at a small number of sites. The aim was to compare relative 
coverage and whether some areas might use 3G instead of 2G for voice services. 

In the small number of sites sampled, including the train routes, no locations were found which were 
2G not-spots but had 3G coverage. An example is provided in Figure 3 and others are provided in 
Appendix C, which provides findings and analysis for each of the case study sites. 

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed power

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Minimal observed powerMinimal observed power

Figure 3: Example site, Lincoln, showing one operator's 2G and 3G coverage (left and right respectively) 
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2.5 The extent and impact of not-spots in the context of the 
train sites 

In addition to not-spots in residential and business areas, there continues to be relatively poor 
coverage along many rail lines. In-train measurements were carried out on two routes (West Coast 
mainline and East Coast mainline including the link between Edinburgh and Glasgow) where we found 
a number of localised of total and partial not-spots on each route (see figures in Appendix C) which 
will affect a number of users' calls. Figure 4 and Figure 5 below provide an indication of the availability 
of 2G and 3G mobile services on the two routes. These show that networks are consistently available 
for much longer times from two operators on the West Coast route and that all offer slightly greater 
availability than on the East Coast. 

For 3G services the maximum time for connections is much shorter, a few minutes for most operators. 
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West Coast mainline: 2G
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East Coast mainline: 2G
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Figure 4: Probability of being able to make or sustain14 a 2G call of a given duration on the West and East 
Coast mainlines  

                                                     
14 Assumes call is dropped only after 5 consecutive seconds in a not-spot at the respective thresholds for 2G and 3G calls 
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West Coast mainline: 3G
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East Coast mainline: 3G
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Figure 5: Probability of being able to make or sustain15 a 3G call of a given duration on the West and East 
Coast mainlines  

                                                     
15 Assumes call is dropped only after 5 consecutive seconds in a not-spot at the respective thresholds for 2G and 3G calls 
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Studies by Passenger Focus and others show that communications infrastructure including WiFi 
coverage is important for rail users but not a key factor in choice of travel mode (cost, convenience or 
frequency of a train service being the key factors). Passenger Focus16 identified that one of the key 
benefits or reasons for using rail was the ability to work on the train which, in the modern business 
world will invariably involve some form of mobile communications. However there are also polarised 
views with almost half wanting17 quiet carriages in which mobile phones are banned. Stakeholders 
also indicate that users are currently relatively tolerant of poor coverage, particularly in tunnels.  

In-train coverage is determined by the coverage provided in the external environment and the 
attenuation of that signal by the body of the train. The Pendolino design used by Virgin on the West 
Coast has particularly high attenuation and the Mobile Network Operators worked jointly with Virgin to 
overcome train related effects and installed cellular repeaters18. Following completion of the 
modifications the Mobile Network Operators have carried out surveys, reporting to Virgin and their last 
survey is believed to have shown around 97% coverage. This is consistent with the generally good 
coverage measured and is an indication that in-train attenuation effects have been overcome. It was 
also reflected in comments made by operators on the small number of residual not-spots along the 
line.

It appears that there is not a similar demand from other train operators to improve in-train coverage 
although discussions with a small number of train operating companies and specific routes were 
mentioned - consistent with the findings from Passenger Focus. Nonetheless there is some interest 
from the Mobile Network Operators to improve coverage: 

� One operator confirmed that it had specifically taken the presence of a rail line (and hence potential 
users) into consideration when planning a particular element of its network 

� Another mentioned that it had tested the business case for a number of technology options and 
was keen to improve coverage on trains.  

Technical and commercial challenges specific to train routes appear to be hindering coverage as 
indicated in the sections describing causes and solutions.  

Overall, Passenger Focus said that lack of coverage is not high on the list of customer priorities while 
a train operating company that fewer than 1 per three million complaints was related to mobile phone 
service. These comments need to be taken in the context of the 'core service' provided being 
transportation, which will inevitably drive the subject of complaints. 

                                                     
16 http://www.passengerfocus.org.uk/news-and-publications/document-search/document.asp?dsid=2564
17 http://www.passengerfocus.org.uk/news-and-publications/document-search/document.asp?dsid=1694
18 See description in box in section 3.4 
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3 Causes of not-spots 
Causes of not-spots can be grouped by common characteristics, which may indicate common 
solutions, such as not-spots being unknown (unreported) to operators or being known but having 
technical or commercial barriers to mitigation. The lack of a compelling business case dominates with 
contributing factors of the market policy, deployment costs or lack of revenue. 

3.1 Causes of not-spots can be grouped by common 
characteristics which may indicate common solutions 

A simple taxonomy is proposed to describe the causes of not-spots as below: 

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

*count of unexpected or not defined as not-spot combined: 5,9%

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
site is NOT a not spot for this 

operator (21, 38%)

Mitigation in progress 
Operator is currently taking 
actions to provide coverage 

(0, 0%)

Unexpected* not spot
Operator did not have site 
specific information which 

showed the lack of coverage

Not defined* as a not spot
Operator’s design 

rules/definitions of not spots 
are different to those in the 

study

No compelling business 
case 

There is insufficient 
commercial imperative to 
develop the site (28, 49%)

Resource constrained
Operator does not have 

resources (staff, budget etc) to 
proceed (0,0%)

Positive business case 
Operator wishes to improve 
coverage but no work is in 

progress

Solution blocked 
Operator tried to provide 

coverage but encountered 
problems

Technical
Disproportionate technical 
challenges encountered 

(2,4%)

Social/ cultural/planning 
Refused permission to 

proceed (0,0%)

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

*count of unexpected or not defined as not-spot combined: 5,9%

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
site is NOT a not spot for this 

operator (21, 38%)

Mitigation in progress 
Operator is currently taking 
actions to provide coverage 

(0, 0%)

Unexpected* not spot
Operator did not have site 
specific information which 

showed the lack of coverage

Not defined* as a not spot
Operator’s design 

rules/definitions of not spots 
are different to those in the 

study

No compelling business 
case 

There is insufficient 
commercial imperative to 
develop the site (28, 49%)

Resource constrained
Operator does not have 

resources (staff, budget etc) to 
proceed (0,0%)

Positive business case 
Operator wishes to improve 
coverage but no work is in 

progress

Solution blocked 
Operator tried to provide 

coverage but encountered 
problems

Technical
Disproportionate technical 
challenges encountered 

(2,4%)

Social/ cultural/planning 
Refused permission to 

proceed (0,0%)

Numbers in brackets are numbers and percentages of 'site-operator' instances of not-spots. 

Figure 6: Simple taxonomy of types of not-spots) 

� Known not-spot being actively mitigated: The operator is aware of poor coverage and is taking 
active steps to improve coverage (indicated in green) 

� Unexpected: the operator's network design and modelling suggested that there was coverage in 
the area but new information suggests that it is not as good as expected (indicated in yellow) 

� Not defined as a not-spot: The operator's definitions or design rules are different to those in the 
study and the operator does not consider the site has no coverage (indicated in blue) 

� Known not-spot not currently being mitigated: These are cases where the operator: 

– has not been able to achieve the desired coverage (indicated in amber) 

– does not wish to (purple). 
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Each is discussed separately below following a discussion of the relative mix (next section), showing 
that for the study sites there is no compelling business case in almost half of all instances. 

It should be noted again here that not-spots may be general or specific to one or more operators; in 
the report we refer to the later as 'site-operator instances'. We consider 14 not-spots, which result in 
56 potential site-operator instances (14 not-spots * 4 operators). 
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3.2 Business case dominates the cause of agreed not-spots 
In discussions with operators about agreed not-spots, almost without exception the sites could be 
regarded as ones for which the business case was not compelling - the operator knew that coverage 
was limited but had no active plans to change the situation. Only in four circumstances were solutions 
blocked (arising from technical challenges in achieving coverage - including on the train lines). There 
were however several instances where it appeared that the operator did not define the site as a not-
spot (probably either because the site was too small or potentially because the operator used a 
different radio planning threshold) or that the not-spot was unexpected.  

Our estimate of the mix from discussions and measurement data gives the following conclusions 
(Figure 7) 

� More than one third of site-operator instances have 2G coverage for that operator  

� Slightly fewer than half the site-operator combinations are calculated not-spots, in that the operator 
is aware of the coverage issue but has no plans to improve coverage 

� In 9% of site-operator combinations the not-spot is unexpected or not defined as a not-spot 

� The balance is those for which there is a positive business case but where technical, social or 
planning issues are thought to have prevented progress.  

21 site-operator 
instances (38%)

5 site-operator 
instances (9%)

2 site-operator 
instances (4%)

28 site-operator 
instances (49%)

Not a not-spot (ie operator provides cover over the study area)
Not defined as a not-spot or unexpected not-spot
Positive business case: technical challenge
No compelling business case

Figure 7: Site-operators classification (PA estimate from operator discussions) 
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3.3 Discussion of not-spot causes 

3.3.1 Known not-spot being actively mitigated (green box) 

Improving coverage 

These are cases where the operator is taking 
measures to improve coverage, generally by 
providing additional 2G base stations as part 
of a planned programme19. In some cases 
operators have mentioned that current not-
spots may be covered in future as part of 3G 
rollout. Additionally, there is an increasing 
amount of site sharing between operators, 
and this may improve the number of 
operators serving a particular not-spot, 
although it will not improve the situation if no 
operator provides coverage.  

3G roll out 

There is a trade-off within operators between consolidating and extending 2G coverage, and building 
3G coverage in areas of high demand (with its more attractive services and revenue potential). There 
is also a drive from UK government to encourage 3G rollout as part of the Digital Britain programme. 

In principle a not-spot may be filled in by 3G capacity rather than migrating from 2G but in our view 
this is unlikely for both technical and commercial reasons: 

� Technically: The different spectral characteristics of 3G networks (2100 MHz as opposed to 900 
MHz or 1800 MHz) tend to require a higher density of base stations. Thus simply adding 3G 
capacity to existing infrastructure is unlikely to mitigate existing not-spots 

� Commercially: It a site has not been worth covering in the 
2G network, it is unlikely that the commercial drivers for 3G 
would change this. 

Site Sharing 

Site sharing is discussed in the section on cost barriers 
(Section 4.1.).  

                                                     
19 Operators' local annual roll out plans are published annually and show a continued intent to build new sites 

'The government sets the direction. If 
[it] was more voice oriented [we would] 
focus on basic coverage roll out [but 
it's] even further in the 3G direction 
and there is only so much cash'  

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

*count of unexpected or not defined as not-spot combined: 5,9%

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
site is NOT a not spot for this 

operator (21, 38%)

Mitigation in progress 
Operator is currently taking 
actions to provide coverage 

(0, 0%)

Unexpected* not spot
Operator did not have site 
specific information which 

showed the lack of coverage

Not defined* as a not spot
Operator’s design 

rules/definitions of not spots 
are different to those in the 

study

No compelling business 
case 

There is insufficient 
commercial imperative to 
develop the site (28, 49%)

Resource constrained
Operator does not have 

resources (staff, budget etc) to 
proceed (0,0%)

Positive business case 
Operator wishes to improve 
coverage but no work is in 

progress

Solution blocked 
Operator tried to provide 

coverage but encountered 
problems

Technical
Disproportionate technical 
challenges encountered 

(2,4%)

Social/ cultural/planning 
Refused permission to 

proceed (0,0%)

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

*count of unexpected or not defined as not-spot combined: 5,9%

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
site is NOT a not spot for this 

operator (21, 38%)

Mitigation in progress 
Operator is currently taking 
actions to provide coverage 

(0, 0%)

Unexpected* not spot
Operator did not have site 
specific information which 

showed the lack of coverage

Not defined* as a not spot
Operator’s design 

rules/definitions of not spots 
are different to those in the 

study

No compelling business 
case 

There is insufficient 
commercial imperative to 
develop the site (28, 49%)

Resource constrained
Operator does not have 

resources (staff, budget etc) to 
proceed (0,0%)

Positive business case 
Operator wishes to improve 
coverage but no work is in 

progress

Solution blocked 
Operator tried to provide 

coverage but encountered 
problems

Technical
Disproportionate technical 
challenges encountered 

(2,4%)

Social/ cultural/planning 
Refused permission to 

proceed (0,0%)
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3.3.2 Unexpected not-spots (yellow box) 

These are not-spots which the Mobile 
Network Operator was not aware of before 
the present study but where they agreed with 
PA's measurement data showing lack of 2G 
coverage. The key point here is that network 
operators generally rely on planning tools to 
predict coverage, rather than field 
measurements, and many locations may 
never have been surveyed for coverage by 
the operators. 

Two factors contribute to unexpected not-
spots: 

� Inherent limitations of radio planning models 

� A lack of measurement data or feedback highlighting the difference between the planned and real 
environments. 

Radio planning models 

Various parameters are considered when planning a network including topography (terrain and 
contours) and the type of building environment (skyscrapers to low density homes). Discrepancies 
between model assumptions and the actual environment will create a difference between planned and 
actual coverage. We believe that the not-spot in Ashwell High Street is an example of this - despite the 
generally rural environment along that street the buildings are more similar to those in historic towns, 
higher density, and taller structures close to the road with a large church nearby. 

Additionally, radio planning models are granular (typically to 100m). This resolution is on a scale that is 
an order of magnitude larger than that of users who, as previously noted, tend to notice much more 
localised effects, particularly indoors.  

Site measurements 

Operators collect information on the actual coverage in an area 
from customer feedback and drive tests. Drive tests are relatively 
expensive and are rarely carried out by operators. Many operators 
offer many a returns policy if the user reports coverage problems 
but generally do not use this information to inform their network 
design. 

All the operators reported using customer complaints to inform planning, drive tests or similar network 
improvement activities. The number of complaints may not be statistically significant and dropped call 
statistics (resolved to the postcode level) can be more valuable and informative. 

Operator reactions 

Operators generally indicated that the not-spots identified were already 
known, or used different assessment criteria and did not consider the sites 
to be not-spots. One expressed an interest in discussing options for 
mitigating a specific not-spot with community stakeholders but no other specific actions were 
identified.

'Radio 'micro holes' which are not 
seen on coverage maps are 
interesting, hard to predict using 
planning tools and also hard to find 
with drive tests' 

[There are] 'no surprises' 
[in these measurements]

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
site is NOT a not spot for this 

operator (21, 38%)

Mitigation in progress 
Operator is currently taking 
actions to provide coverage 

(0, 0%)

Unexpected* not spot
Operator did not have site 
specific information which 

showed the lack of coverage

Not defined* as a not spot
Operator’s design 

rules/definitions of not spots 
are different to those in the 

study

No compelling business 
case 

There is insufficient 
commercial imperative to 
develop the site (28, 49%)

Resource constrained
Operator does not have 

resources (staff, budget etc) to 
proceed (0,0%)

Positive business case 
Operator wishes to improve 
coverage but no work is in 

progress

Solution blocked 
Operator tried to provide 

coverage but encountered 
problems

Technical
Disproportionate technical 
challenges encountered 

(2,4%)

Social/ cultural/planning 
Refused permission to 

proceed (0,0%)

*count of unexpected or not defined as not-spot combined: 5,9%

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
site is NOT a not spot for this 

operator (21, 38%)

Mitigation in progress 
Operator is currently taking 
actions to provide coverage 

(0, 0%)

Unexpected* not spot
Operator did not have site 
specific information which 

showed the lack of coverage

Not defined* as a not spot
Operator’s design 

rules/definitions of not spots 
are different to those in the 

study

No compelling business 
case 

There is insufficient 
commercial imperative to 
develop the site (28, 49%)

Resource constrained
Operator does not have 

resources (staff, budget etc) to 
proceed (0,0%)

Positive business case 
Operator wishes to improve 
coverage but no work is in 

progress

Solution blocked 
Operator tried to provide 

coverage but encountered 
problems

Technical
Disproportionate technical 
challenges encountered 

(2,4%)

Social/ cultural/planning 
Refused permission to 

proceed (0,0%)

*count of unexpected or not defined as not-spot combined: 5,9%
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3.3.3 Not defined as a not-spot by operators (blue box) 

Unrecognised not-spots arise as a result of 
differences between the perspectives of the 
operators, Ofcom and users. 

� The user's perspective, (discussed in 
Section 2.2), is of a granularity that is 
different to radio planners so the local 
circumstances around a home or in a 
building are significant to the individual 
but not discernable to the operator. 

� The definitions of a not-spot have been 
described earlier and are based on 
guidance from Ofcom and others. 
However at least one operator indicated that their design rules were different, implying a lower 
threshold (without specifying the values). This would mean that fewer or smaller not-spots would be 
seen.  

� Two operators expressed the view they did not regard a specific (different) location as a not-spot.  

3.3.4 Known not-spots with improvements blocked by external or 
resourcing factors (amber box) 

In some cases, operators recognise a not-
spot and would, in principle, like to eliminate 
it. Some of these are 'blocked' by external 
factors (or factors beyond their reasonable 
control).  

Network planning 

Failure to obtain the optimal site for radio 
coverage. This may include inability to lease 
or acquire the land or inability to obtain 
planning permissions.  

 Mobile Network Operators indicated it can 
be hard to acquire sites in areas of scenic interest, and that councils or equivalent have a policy of not 
making land available. The Lake District was provided as an example of one location where 
investment is justifiable from a traffic perspective but an operator had not been able to obtain a 
suitable site (or planning for such a site).  

 Historic problems of obtaining planning permission are cited by many 
stakeholders, with campaigns in some areas against new installations 
on the grounds of visual intrusion or health. However stakeholders 
suggested that planning is becoming less of a barrier with communities 
actively seeking improved coverage to avoid being 'left behind'.  

" the problem is that mast 
hasn't changed since the 80's 
- there ought to be better 
ways than a large pole" 

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
site is NOT a not spot for this 

operator (21, 38%)

Mitigation in progress 
Operator is currently taking 
actions to provide coverage 

(0, 0%)

Unexpected* not spot
Operator did not have site 
specific information which 

showed the lack of coverage

Not defined* as a not spot
Operator’s design 

rules/definitions of not spots 
are different to those in the 

study

No compelling business 
case 

There is insufficient 
commercial imperative to 
develop the site (28, 49%)

Resource constrained
Operator does not have 

resources (staff, budget etc) to 
proceed (0,0%)

Positive business case 
Operator wishes to improve 
coverage but no work is in 

progress

Solution blocked 
Operator tried to provide 

coverage but encountered 
problems

Technical
Disproportionate technical 
challenges encountered 

(2,4%)

Social/ cultural/planning 
Refused permission to 

proceed (0,0%)

*count of unexpected or not defined as not-spot combined: 5,9%

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
site is NOT a not spot for this 

operator (21, 38%)

Mitigation in progress 
Operator is currently taking 
actions to provide coverage 

(0, 0%)

Unexpected* not spot
Operator did not have site 
specific information which 

showed the lack of coverage

Not defined* as a not spot
Operator’s design 

rules/definitions of not spots 
are different to those in the 

study

No compelling business 
case 

There is insufficient 
commercial imperative to 
develop the site (28, 49%)

Resource constrained
Operator does not have 

resources (staff, budget etc) to 
proceed (0,0%)

Positive business case 
Operator wishes to improve 
coverage but no work is in 

progress

Solution blocked 
Operator tried to provide 

coverage but encountered 
problems

Technical
Disproportionate technical 
challenges encountered 

(2,4%)

Social/ cultural/planning 
Refused permission to 

proceed (0,0%)

*count of unexpected or not defined as not-spot combined: 5,9%

Operator is aware that the site 
is a not spot or area needing 

improved coverage

PA’s study suggests this site 
is a not spot for this operator

Operator does not consider 
the site to be a not spot

A site was nominated by 
Ofcom as a ‘not spot’

PA’s study indicates that this 
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There were particular circumstances in Northern Ireland in the 1990's which stakeholders report as resulting in 
active campaigns to prevent development, even where permission was granted - some of these were reported in 
the media20. There was no direct evidence of this affecting either case-study locations but some statements, 
which could not be confirmed independently, strongly indicated that such issues had arisen in the vicinity of the 
sites. Without that explicit confirmation these were not included in the assessment.

Similar isolated incidents were reported in the mainland around the same time (2003). 

In 4 sites stakeholders sought or were seeking to have masts installed in their communities to improve coverage. 

Extract from Ashwell Parish Plan21 ….the satisfaction level for the mobile service was only 40%. …The Parish 
Council will encourage the provision of a better mobile phone service, within the framework of the Ashwell Village 
Design Statement. 

Planning Permissions 

A small scale study of approximately 1,000 planning applications made to 8 diverse councils (or 
equivalent) in the UK in the last 10 years shows significant differences in the proportion of applications 
refused (Figure 8). The areas sampled included the urban areas (low rise housing with parks and 
major transport routes), historic cities, rural and farming communities and areas of scenic interest. Any 
conclusions are necessarily tentative as there are a number of other factors which might affect the 
outcomes (such as local changes in deployment strategy and tactics or the type of sites being 
developed) but a number of observations are made: 

� The long term average refusal rate varied greatly between councils, from less 10% to almost 50%, 
with the highest rate of refusals in the more urban areas with the average for the whole sample 
being 25%. In two urban boroughs of a major city 44% of applications were refused while the 
average for the other areas was around 10%  

� The rate of refusals in the sampled areas varied greatly over time (Figure 9). 

In recent years the number of applications has reduced, in the areas studied, by a factor of at least 5 
from around 10 per month across the 8 councils. Most planners felt that the number of applications 
had dropped dramatically in recent years and, other than in specific sites (National Parks etc) most 
had a presumption in favour of development. Further they reported working arrangements with 
operators were generally constructive but that all made insufficient use of existing structures. 

                                                     
20 In 2003 the BBC reported the destruction of masts in Northern Ireland 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/northern_ireland/2674727.htm) Although not unique to that area the attacks may have had more 
influence on, and support by local communities than in other parts of the UK. 

21 http://ashwell.gov.uk/parishplan.pdf
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Figure 8: Variability in radio telecoms applications refusal rate between councils 
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Figure 9: Radio telecoms planning refusal rate over time for an urban (A) and a more mixed council (G) 
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General observations by planners and those with a professional interest in the planning process  

� 'Generally speaking the planners and the operators have tried to find compromises' 

� Initially operators took advantage of permitted development rights and 'didn't' think about residents' views'.
Now they have proved they can compromise 

� 'There is less sympathy from the general public for opposition to masts now' 

� 'There's as much opposition as there ever was but the planners are more pragmatic. There's more 
consultation'

Objections

� The main area of complaint is visual intrusion; 'we ask for it to be smaller, located so that is less visible or 
disguised' 

� 'The disguises are not very convincing - there ought to be a better way then a large pole' 

� 'The wine cooler style street furniture is the most contentious' 

� 'Its clear that health is not a reason for refusing an application' 

� 'Perception [of a health issue] is a valid material consideration' 

� 'Wind is a bigger issue now' [in terms of the number of applications, objections and visual intrusion] 

� Groups representing historic or sites of scenic interest have a presumption against development 

Site sharing 

� 'Use of existing structures is not explored enough' 

� 'It's easier to put in a new mast [than share] although they sell it as a technical problem' 

� 'We have asked for sharing but are not successful' 

� [the Mobile Network Operators] 'usually find reasons why they can't share'

� 'Most do share masts but the problem now is that many sites are getting cluttered' 

Overall it is difficult to draw specific conclusions from planning statistics, other than to say that the 
variability is such that it would be difficult to presume that planning consent would be granted at any 
particular percentage of sites across the UK. Refusal rates vary by a factor of four or more, with both 
location and time. 

Special cases: Technical issues arise in configuring some sites to ensure coverage, for example 
where the topography is complex where additional care is needed in base station placement to ensure 
adequate, signals in areas with deep narrow valleys without causing interference. Further, whilst in 
theory it is possible to cover all sites, in practice some are prohibitively expensive, such as 
underground train networks, rail tunnels, and large unpopulated areas.  
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3.3.5 Known not-spots with no improvement planned (purple box) 

In these cases the operator is aware of a 
gap in coverage but has no active plans to 
improve it. These not-spots are likely to 
persist where there are commercial factors 
which may be broadly grouped as shown in. 
Figure 10. These factors are described 
below with illustrations. Approaches to 
providing a positive business case are 
discussed in the solutions (Section 4). 

Market policy 

The EU Universal Service Framework 
(Universal Service Obligation) is focused on 
ensuring the provision of basic fixed line telecoms services. This means the availability of mobile 
services is not within the scope of the EU or UK’s universal service obligation.22 Operators therefore 
make decisions based on revenue generation and these will determine where they provide coverage - 
for example, whether to target specific locations or demographic (as later entrants and Mobile Virtual 
Network Operators have tended to do in order to compete). This policy may extend to the way costs 
and revenue of a location are accounted - some may attribute revenue to individual sites while overall 
strategic context may dominate for others. As a result even a site which appears justifiable on a 
revenue basis may not be a priority for development. 

Commercial priorities 

Market policy Revenue  Costs  

Capital 
investment  
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Regulation 
and legislation  

Market 
positioning  
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positioning  

Figure 10: Factors in commercial decisions of whether to mitigate a not-spot 

                                                     

22 The EU has recently sought whether the rules and definitions on universal service need to be 
updated for the digital age and in particular, if they should be extended to cover broadband access. 
This is intended to help the Commission decide if it needs to present new legislative proposals on 
universal service obligations for telecoms by end of 2010 - see 
European Commission Information Society Consultation on universal service principles in e-
communications 2 March 2010 
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/policy/ecomm/library/public_consult/universal_service_2010/in
dex_en.htm
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Business case - Revenue 

Recovery of infrastructure costs are accounted differently by operators and may not be related directly 
the user base in that locality but to the overall business and strategy - or may consider only residents 
and not the larger number of visitors (unless in well known locations such as the Lake District - 
Patterdale in this study). Further, additional coverage does not necessarily deliver additional revenue: 

� Some, possibly most, users who wish use mobile technology, will own phones even though they 
know that these can not be used in key locations 

� For a significant minority23, ~40%, of phone users revenue is guaranteed due to their contract (pre-
pay contract and highly bundled offerings which mean users are rarely charged on a call unit bass) 

� Although buying decisions are based in part on coverage at home it is not the only factor so that a 
single operator mitigating a not-spot may not result in any new customers - unless that operator is 
the first entrant to a locality. Despite a generally high level of churn in the mobile telephony market 
(30% - 50%) there will be barriers to entry in those communities where historically a limited number 
of operators are known to provide coverage. 

There may be greater potential revenue opportunities to be derived from visitors to the not-spots 

� Revenue derived from visitors only arises from extra calls being made for which the user incurs charges which 
may total £0.10 per visitor day , across all networks, giving £0.025 per operator per visitor day: 

–  60% of users are billed for calls, with a typical call charge ~£0.10 per minute (in-country visitors) . The
balance have contracts which are effectively independent of usage 

– Assume conservative usage, of 0.1 user minutes per hour24 and ~ 16 hour usage window per day 

– As a user is unlikely to choose a network on the basis of coverage in an area visited an operator might 
expect only 25% of any potential revenue (subject to market share for the relevant demographic, etc).

Illustrations:

� Not-spot with regular scale events may have a total annual revenue opportunity from visitors of ~£2,400: 

– Twelve events, each with 2,000 attendees generating 'chargeable' call minutes of ~£200 per event.  

– Examples on this scale could include the Golf events at Lough Erne (estimated 20,000 - 40,000 visitor-
days); the 12,000 attending events at Pontrhydfendigaid's pavilion; or the thousands in the Ettrick area. 

� Sites with large numbers of visitor days may deliver 40 times higher revenue, totalling £100,000 annually  

– Patterdale and the Mournes mountains have around 1 million visitor-days annually and have poor 
coverage in areas where visitors congregate. Other sites in the study have similar characteristics, and 
roughly half as many visitor days Burry Port and Pembrey , Orkney and Bamburgh.

                                                     
23 Ofcom's annual communications market report 
24 Usage is typically regarded as 1 minute per hour 
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There are limited revenue opportunities from residents in mitigating partial or even total not-spots 

� Filling in a typical not-spot of 250 homes would give a total annual revenue improvement of £9,000:  

– An estimate of the potential increase in revenue is made by considering the marginal improvement in 
Average Revenue Per User (ARPU). Considering also the likelihood that many users in a not-spot already 
have a phone (and possibly a contract whose value is not strongly dependent on usage) a marginal25

improvement of £3 per home per month is estimated (£36 annually) 

� The extent to which an operator can realise this potential revenue will depend on a number of factors in 
addition to market churn, including the number of incumbents serving the not-spot, delay in awareness of the 
improved coverage and operator selection other than on the basis of coverage. Thus there will be a delay in 
realising even a proportion of the revenue opportunity. The following are provided by way of simple illustration: 

– No incumbent operators: The first entrant might realise 100% of the additional revenue within 5 years. 
Allowing for a gradual take-up, a simple calculation of Net Present Value (NPV) at 8, gives, £18,500 

– One incumbent operator; The second entrant might realise 50% of the additional revenue within 5 years. 
(NPV £4,500) 

– Two or more incumbents: Later entrants may realise 25% of the additional revenue within 5 years (NPV 
£5,100).

                                                                 

25 Ofcom's 2009 estimate of Average Revenue Per User is £32.04 for voice and text services. Assume 95% of homes already 
have users with mobile phones, and there are two occupants per home. Thus the marginal value of covering an 'average' home 
is approximately £3 (£32.04*2*5%) per month 
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Business Case - Costs 

In Table 5 we provide a range of indicative costs for a variety of different types of sites26.

As a reference point all the communities in the study which had contacted Mobile Network Operators 
had been provided with an estimate, by at least one operator, of the cost to establish a new site. 
Street works (smaller installations used in urban environments are typically placed often on community 
(council) owned infrastructure such as lamp posts, with annual rents of the order £500 to £1,000. 
These may cover a few hundred homes.  

Facility Installation Annual rental and 
maintenance  

Comments

Establish a new macro 
site

£50,000-£70,000 
sometimes £120,000  

£10,000-£20,000 

Planning approvals £10,000 

Install microcell £35,000 - £45,000 £1,000 - £2,000 Includes site acquisition, build 
and eNodeB Bill of Materials  

Install picocell £ 20,000 - £25,000 £500-£1,000 

Install femtocell (home 
installation) 

£120 27 £ - 

Extend tower £10,000 £ - 

Replace tower and plinth £35,000-£45,000 £ - 

Upgrade or replace 
tower 

£25,000-£35,000 

Standard maintenance costs 
for a new site apply 

Install shared macrocell 
infrastructure

£30,000-£45,000 £10,000-£12,000 Includes tower upgrade. Cost 
of rental for other operators  

Table 5: Indicative capital and operational costs 

                                                     
26 These costs are taken from PA's experience. 
27 Lower retail prices, as low as £50, are available, but are tied to specific phone contracts.  Non-contract pricing of £120 was
available at June 2010 (still tied to a particular network) - this is the price level we include here. 
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Cell type Description Illustration28

Macrocell These provide the main coverage infrastructure. 
The antennas are mounted on dedicated masts or 
other ground based structures at a height sufficient 
to provide clear view over the locality. 

The operational range varies depending on 
frequency capacity and the landscape but can be 
around 10km. 

Microcell These provide infill coverage and additional 
capacity in areas of high demand. The antennas 
are mounted at street level typically on walls, lamp 
posts or other street furniture. 

The operational range is typically between 300m 
and 1,000m 

Picocell These provide more localised coverage and are 
often used in buildings (such as shopping centres 
or office complexes). 

The operational range varies but can be 50m  

Femtocell These provide coverage in a single home and 
registered phones. 'femtoforum'29 identifies greater 
functionality these devices may offer. 

 The base station is connected to the home 
broadband and the device has a short range, 
typically 30m, to provide cover in the house 

Table 6: Description of cell types, with illustrations 

                                                     
28 Illustrations of macro, micro and picocells from www.ofcom.org.uk/sitefinder/glossary/jargon
29 www.femtoforum.org 
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Types of infrastructure required and numbers of customers benefiting will vary depending on location 
as shown in Table 7 . Examples for each site are provided in Appendix C. 

Nominal site Installation Numbers of potential users30

New site to 
mitigate a total or 
near total not-spot 

Full new tower site (no existing site):  
New tower ~£60,000 - £120,000; 
Planning ~£10,000 

Assumes one tower to provide 
coverage using standard backhaul 
(optical fibre).  

Annual maintenance ~£15,000 

Suitable for a range of locations. Examples in the 
study sites might include: 

� Ettrick or Pontrhydfendigaid each with a total 
community a few hundred residents and 
10,000's visitor-days annually. 

� Burry Port forest and beach area where there 
are few residents needing improved cover but 
100,000's visitors-days 

� Patterdale, and the Mournes, with more than 1 
million visitor-days annually (More than 1 
would be needed around the Mournes) 

Extend coverage 
into an area 
provided only by 
another operator 

Add second operator's infrastructure 
to an existing operational site: 

Upgrade tower and plinth: £30,000 
Install shared infrastructure: £40,000 
Rent for 2nd operator: £10,000 
Annual maintenance for 2nd operator 
~£15,000 

Assumes annual maintenance 
charges are not included in the rent. 

Example locations include Uist31, Bamburgh 
where operators have partial but not necessarily 
overlapping coverage.  

Here the community of potential residents is ~ few 
hundreds, with 60,000 (potentially 200,000 visitor 
days) and 148,000 visitors annually respectively. 

Fill in an operator's 
micro not-spot 

Install picocell 
Assumes a single installation for the 
site
Picocell installation £20,000 
Planning £10,000 

Annual rent £1,000 

Example locations include Ashwell (along High 
Street) or Lough Erne Golf resort (around the 
resort land and buildings). 

Total potential additional users likely to be limited 
to 10s of residents directly in not-spot and most of 
the ~ 40, 000 to 70,000 visitors. 

Table 7: Simple examples of cost for example sites - illustrative only 

                                                     
30 Site specific information is provided in the separate appendix, Section C 
31 References throughout this report to 'Uist' includes the four islands, North and South Uist, Benbecula and Berneray  
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Network Design 

Another reason why not-spots may exist arises as part of the overall network design strategy and for 
cost effectiveness; in general sites will not overlap more than required. As a result some users will 
inevitably be at edge of cell - with a statistical likelihood of poor performance. 

� Mobile operators typically plan for a probability of coverage of 95% across the cell area. At the 
edge of a 2G cell in a rural area this may translate into a lower probability of coverage of ~75% due 
to interference, topography and fading). In urban areas where networks are planned for higher 
capacity, base stations will be closer together and the probability of coverage will be much higher32.

� In many predominantly rural locations, operators will only plan for outdoor coverage (with the 95% 
probability of coverage target across the cell). In practice such areas will still have small 
communities and villages where people want and expect indoor coverage in their homes. The 
probability of coverage for these people will inevitably be even lower indoors, but the mobile 
operators are likely to have met, and be happy with, their own targets for coverage for these areas. 

Prioritisation of not-spot by network operator(s) 

Scheduling: Any organisation has finite resources; and access only to a finite number of suitably 
qualified teams to implement. One operator identified a seven level hierarchy of priorities ranging from 
planned coverage or upgrade (assumed to be via 3G) to insufficient priority (positive return on 
investment but resources allocated elsewhere to lack of sufficient business case to merit the 
investment. 

                                                     
32 In the context of 3G coverage the roll-out obligation (www.3g.co.uk/PR/Feb2007/4316.htm) defined a 90% service availability 
at edge of cell, 97% across the whole cell. The more recent consultation (www.bis.gov.uk/files/file54097.pdf) suggests 90% 
probability of an outdoor user receiving 7768 kbps continuous in a lightly loaded cell, with coverage of 90% of the population.
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3.4 Causes in the context of trains 
Not-spots on trains are mainly attributed to technical, safety and commercial challenges - thus most 
are known not-spots which cannot be mitigated or for which the business case is not sufficient: 

� Technical: High signal attenuation due to the carriage body (see box below) or topography - 
tunnels and cuttings require additional measures. Typically this may mean a 12 fold increase in the 
number of base stations or specialist technology such as leaky feeders in tunnels - both of which 
are technically feasible but have potential safety and cost implications of the type noted below 

� Safety: Although a large number of masts, around 450, have been installed track side safety 
remains a paramount and overriding priority that can limit deployment options. The primary factors 
are

– Topple distance: To ensure a mast can not fall on a train, the line or other critical infrastructure 

– Radio interference: A 'keep out 'distance ~200m - 250m is defined to ensure the wireless 
telecommunications network does not interfere with Network Rail's wireless communication with 
signalling or other safety critical equipment.  

– Track side access: access is subject to unique safety constraints 

– Site conflicts: Network Rail needs to be able to install its proprietary network, 'GSM-R' to 
support operational activities. Until sites are identified there may be a reluctance to release sites 
to third parties.  

� Commercial: As noted earlier in-train coverage is not regarded as sufficiently value-adding for 
passengers to be willing to pay a premium, therefore there is little incentive for train operators to 
invest in repeaters, other than in exceptional circumstances - for example as part of marketing or 
brand positioning.  

– The relationship between Virgin Trains and the Mobile Network Operators was innovative and 
apparently successful but combined a unique set of circumstances - not least a Train Operating 
Company with an brand-led desire to assure reliable mobile coverage and a design of train 
which made that unlikely without some form intervention 

– Further, there are constraints on the building of line side masts which may affect the 
deployment costs.  

– Finally, one operator reported that it had explicitly taken a particular train route into 
consideration during planning but that this was the exception, being a route of particular interest 
in an area already targeted for network deployment. The same operator was actively 
considering its options for at least one other train route. 

In-train repeaters have been implemented on some routes, such as the West Coast mainline operated 
by Virgin Trains, and are beneficial in that they provide a 'window' to the environment outside the train 
(see box below). However in that out-of train environment coverage is solely dependent on the 
standard network infrastructure - the base stations in the landscape. Therefore in-train repeaters are 
of greatest value when 

� Coverage outside the train is generally good and, 

� Attenuation due to the train body is higher than design norms (e.g. attenuation effects in cars).  
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The use of cellular Repeaters on trains 

The radio signals from the base station to the mobile and vice-versa cannot pass through the metal walls and 
roofs of the train carriage, so they pass through the windows. The power of the signals is reduced as they do so. 
For conventional train carriages the cellular network can cope with this power loss.  

Newer types of train have metallised windows to reduce solar heating of the interior. Unfortunately this reduces 
the radio signal to a much greater extent, often to the point where reception is lost altogether. Allowing for this in 
the cellular network is impractical – up to 12 times the number of base stations may be needed in some areas. 

A solution is the installation of a cellular repeater on board the train. This receives the signals from the base 
station via an aerial on the roof of the carriage, amplifies them and re-transmits them from a second aerial inside 
the carriage. A second amplifier, connected to the same aerials, amplifies the signal from the mobile to the base 
station, as illustrated below. 

GSM / 3G base station

Repeater

Roof 
Aerial

GSM / 3G 
mobileInter-carriage 

connection

Interior 
Aerials

Signal blocked by 
metal train cariiage

The repeater is a ‘dumb’ unit requiring no control, and maintenance is only required if a unit fails. A 4 or 5 carriage 
train can be covered by one repeater in one of the centre carriages. An 8 or 9 carriage train will require two 
repeaters, one in each half. 
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4 Scope for solutions 
This study focuses on the potential33 to resolve 2G not-spots, and possible solutions are targeted 
accordingly - noting the role that others could take as appropriate. A 'long list' of potential solutions 
was identified (Table 8) for the most prevalent causes found, specifically that: 

� Not-spots that were unexpected or not defined as a not-spots 

� Lack of compelling business case - known but no improvements planned. 

The merits and drawbacks of the highest potential solutions are discussed separately along with 
implementation limitations and barriers.  

The scope for actions over those already being taken appears limited but suggestions are made at the 
end of this section of the options for the most likely options available to each of the major types of 
stakeholder. A detailed plan would be needed before progressing any of the options, which could have 
very different cost implications and impacts: and range from support or facilitation mechanisms to 
empower individuals or communities, public subsidies similar to those implemented recently in other 
countries or policy measures such as an infrastructure levy or mandated roaming in some form.  

The costs of each of these are highly dependent on the embodiment but illustrations are provided in 
the following discussion of each class of solution and in Appendix C, for each site. 

                                                     
33 This report focuses on the merits or drawbacks of any solution rather than a specific implementation plan or priority. 
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Type of not-spot Ways of addressing the challenge 

Unexpected or not defined 
as a not-spot 

� Adopt consistent common definitions, coverage levels and terminology; 
including minimum accuracy and granularity for prediction tool databases  

� Collect more data (drive tests, performance data, etc.) and share that 
information with consumers. This could include Ofcom commissioned drive tests 

� Coordinate, collate, raise awareness and solicit consumer input on coverage 

Known not-spot but no 
improvement planned 

� Modify Market policy 

– Implement national or regional roaming  

– Make specific, and public, operators' business justifications for not 
developing specific sites (including localised solutions for 'micro' not-spots) 

– Encourage users or communities to lobby for improved coverage 

� Reduce costs

– Share more sites (between operators or with others) 

– Implement a framework of regulated rents from local authorities 

– Encourage local policies of making sites on 'public' land available at nominal 
cost

– Use mandated sites in 'difficult' areas 

� Defray costs

– Provide, and encourage the greater use of community, business or individual 
investments in priority areas and/ or

– Introduce a 'levy' to fund infrastructure improvements (as for broadband) to 
provide grants for those community investments 

� Increase revenues 

– Encourage tariff structures that are more closely linked to usage  

Known not-spot with 
improvements blocked 

� Extend permitted development rights to reduce planning overhead 

� Raise awareness of the impact of planning decisions on local coverage 

On train solutions � Liaise with rail regulators and others to address rail system safety concerns 

� Liaise with rail regulators and others to ensure access to Network Rail land 

Table 8: Summary of potential concepts for solving different types of not-spots 
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4.1 The breadth of solutions reflects the diverse causes  

4.1.1 Solutions to help identify unexpected or unrecognised not-spots 

The options for these causes include: 

� Adopt common definitions, coverage levels and terminology for consistency; including minimum 
accuracy and granularity for databases used in prediction tools 

� Collect more data (drive tests, performance data, etc.) and share that information with consumers. 
This could include Ofcom commissioned drive tests 

� Coordinate, collate, raise awareness and solicit consumer input on coverage 

� Define coverage planning requirements (see discussion on Market policy). 

Mismatches in expectation or interpretation, and granularity of outlook between users and operators 
have been noted during discussions with stakeholders. It also appears that different operators set 
different thresholds to definitions of 'not-spots'. While the options appear limited, common definitions 
would allow users to make realistic comparisons between operators. In the context of coverage for 3G 
networks Ofcom has defined power levels34 and a similar approach could be used for 2G, including 
common definitions of: 

� 2G power thresholds to be used on coverage checking tools for  

– Indoor urban coverage  

– Outdoor coverage 

– No coverage (or at best variable)  

� The level of granularity or minimum spatial resolution over which coverage is measured or 
modelled, for example, moving towards a resolution of only 900m2 as in Norway, rather than the 
2,500m2 - 4,000m2 scale typically published in the UK. 

Since our evidence suggests that use of existing postcode checkers is limited, these changes in 
formats and definitions would not of themselves solve the problem, but there is likely to be a benefit in 
making the problem sites more visible. 

Collect more data and make information available to consumers 

Ofcom and most operators have data on coverage from drive tests and customer feedback but only a 
limited amount is publicly available. Publishing these - either with or without operator contributions - 
could allow users to examine data at a local level and may bring benefits such as: 

� Empowering consumers or communities by providing quantitative evidence, to support anecdotal 
observations, with which to have a dialogue with network providers 

� Validating model-based assertions by Ofcom and operators on the extent of UK coverage. 

Operators generally report that those customers who complain of poor coverage, in a timely manner 
are typically able to terminate their contract with no penalties.  

                                                     
34 Ofcom’s document “3G Rollout Obligations” dated 27 February 2007 
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The Mobile Network Operators' response to complaints appears to be different in the UK than 
elsewhere. For example in Norway there appears to be a presumption that if customers complain, 
positive action will be taken (subject to certain criteria - see box below) either for commercial reasons 
or for the positive publicity and value to the brand of being able to demonstrate of ubiquitous 
coverage.  

Coordinate, collate and support consumer inputs 

This option is largely aimed at empowering communities, first by helping them become aware of others 
in the same situation and building a body of evidence and, secondly by supporting communities in 
engaging with operators.  

It was apparent from interviews that community stakeholders were interested in what others were 
doing to get coverage in their area and in better understanding what solutions were available as most 
had little or no technical experience (one suggested an Ofcom supported forum to discuss issues). 

A focal point for complaints regarding service and for registering interest in improved coverage would 
be useful. This could be used to in a similar way to the DSL campaign run by BT whereby 
communities registering sufficient interest are prioritised over more passive communities. 

(See also discussion on community tool kits in the section on cost reduction below.) 

4.1.2 Solutions to enhance not-spots where no improvement is planned 

The over-riding challenge here is to make the business case more compelling, either by driving a 
particular network strategy or by changing the balance of costs and revenues. Options include: 

� Modify market policy to mandate or facilitate improved 2G coverage 

� Reduce costs 

� Defray costs 

� Increase revenues. 

Influence the market policy of Mobile Network Operators 

The UK operates a competitive telecoms environment with a private sector commercial model. This 
drives revenue generating behaviours which may have benefits for many but could adversely affect 
the few where costs are high or revenues low. However the public sector does intervene from time to 
time and regulatory policy is a direct means of changing investment priorities, for example via a 
Universal Service Obligation: 

A Universal Service Obligation is in place in the UK for basic telephony services, with an extension 
to broadband being contemplated in support of the UK Government's priority for a Digital Britain. 
Given that mobile is not part of the EU legislative universal service framework there is no obligation for 
mobile voice services. If the EU decided at a later date to extend the scope of universal service to 
mobile operators, the UK Government could potentially change the UK USO so that it ensured that 
defined levels of mobile services were available to all -- but there are a number of challenges not 
least:

� Defining an acceptable obligation - expectations for mobile coverage are graded more finely than 
for fixed lines where it is easy to determine the availability of a phone line 

� Funding the realisation of the obligation without compromising other Government priorities such as 
the highly publicised objective to realise a fully Digital Britain 
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� Realising the scheme in a way that does not distort the competitive landscape 

� Reducing the operators' ability to compete in the marketplace on coverage. 

There are alternatives, such as infrastructure grants, which are discussed later in this section. Also, in 
some areas (including the Scottish Islands of Uist) initiatives35 are already using a mix of technologies 
to deploy broadband to the home - using grant funding - which might provide the platform on which to 
build a voice solution. However there are other factors which make realising a service challenging: 

� How would a competitive balance be maintained? How to compensate those who have already 
invested? Or, reward those who lead initiatives to deploy in these not-spots? Would some other 
initiative be needed to avoid distorting competition locally? 

� How would third parties involved in infrastructure deployment (back-haul providers, land owners 
etc) be compensated? Would planning processes need to be bypassed to minimise delays? Should 
there be compulsory purchase of land for base station sites? 

� Should the initiative take precedence over the 3G roll out programmes that operators are 
committed to, and that would benefit far more individuals?  

Roaming between operators could alleviate the majority of the not-spots identified in the study 
(discussed below) but can present technical and commercial challenges, and there may be 
competition barriers to consider. However a well bounded solution was adopted36 in France.  

Roaming in the UK to alleviate not-spots could take a number of forms: 

� Any-to-any roaming allows a caller to use any of the UK networks in the event of no coverage from 
their own network. It is similar to the experience of roaming abroad, where users typically expect to 
be able to pick up and use any of a country's networks. 

� Roaming between specific partners' networks allows a user to use only those networks for which 
their provider has a specific agreement. In the UK, Orange and 3 have a national roaming 
agreement allowing 3's customers to roam onto Orange's network anywhere in the UK. 
(Incidentally, this was,37, achieved without national roaming being enforced by Ofcom) 38.

� Localised roaming allows callers to use another operator's network in only in well defined specific 
areas. In France local roaming - implemented in well defined circumstances - has proven 
successful as part of a major programme to alleviate total not-spots (see box at the end of this 
section). 

In the context of the study sites, any-to-any roaming would improve user experience in most (70%) but 
not all sites (Table 9), but roaming arrangements between two Mobile Network Operators39 are 
unlikely to mitigate all areas of poor coverage (see, for example, Figure 11). 

                                                     
35 The connected communities project is building a wireless broadband network with European Regional Development Funding 
http://www.connectedcommunities.co.uk/

36 And mandated in the law of 21 June 2004 
37 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/roaming/nr_update
38 The ultimate sharing of services is a merger, as has recently been agreed for Orange and T-mobile 
http://newsroom.orange.co.uk/2010/03/01/merger-of-t-mobile-uk-and-orange-uk-cleared-by-eu-commission/

39 Partnerships between O2 and Vodafone or between Orange and T-mobile were considered given the close relationships 
reported in the media 
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Sites with little or limited coverage 
(0, 1 or 2 operators) 

Sites mostly covered by more 
than 2 operators 

Outdoor No Roaming 10 4

National Roaming 3 11

Indoor No Roaming 12 2

National Roaming 8 6

Table 9: The effect of any-to-any roaming on the number of case study sites 

Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey: Good indoor coverage Poor outdoor coverageMid-range coverageKey:

Figure 11: A case-study site where network sharing does not fully mitigate a not-spot  
a) individual coverage for the two operators and b) combined coverage  

Clearly the technical challenges of roaming are not insurmountable as a 
solution has been realised in France. But, there is a cost and 
management overhead associated with increased call processing and 
signalling loads. For example, both home and roamed networks need to 
keep track of the mobile and calls could be routed via any network - and there are limitations from the 
perspective of the user. Call charges are billed by the home network operator but then split between 
both operators, increasing the administrative cost and complexity.  

'the smaller the roaming area 
the harder it is [to manage]' 

Significantly improved coverage along 
main road with some small breaks in 

indoor coverage remainingNot-spots present if 
Operators B and C 
implement roaming

Combined coverage from 
Operators A and D

Operator A Operator D

Significantly improved coverage along 
main road with some small breaks in 

indoor coverage remainingNot-spots present if 
Operators B and C 
implement roaming

Combined coverage from 
Operators A and D

Operator A Operator D
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At its simplest, national roaming users could be treated in the same way as international roaming 
users. But, there are challenges in the management of mobility, handover (potentially including 
handover between networks), registration and re-registration back on to the home network. For 
example, at present a mobile receiving service on one network does not routinely search for 
alternative networks. This means that if a mobile roamed onto another network due to a not-spot in the 
home network, it would remain 'roamed' even when its home network became available again.  

Issues to be addressed include: 

� A requirement to handover a user back to the home network from a roamed network without 
service break (i.e. without dropping a call) would be likely to require very complex changes for 
network operators such as the coordination of neighbour cell lists 

� Solutions to re-register customers back on their own network as quickly as possible once back in 
coverage may be attractive to the operator but can affect the battery life of terminals 

� With local roaming the localised areas would need to be defined in way which might require 
specific changes to signalling in operator networks.40

Roaming also introduces other generic challenges such as ensuring that unwanted roaming does not 
take place. It would be undesirable for users to “bounce” between operators in areas of variable 
coverage, which could lead to an even worse customer experience, in the not-spots, than currently, for 
voice calls. Further, there are likely to be impacts on central IT systems, such as billing, customer care 
and network management systems. 

Even if the technical challenges can be overcome, there are valid commercial reasons that the UK 
Mobile Network Operators may oppose national roaming. 

� If one operator has invested in providing coverage to a certain area, why should they lose their 
competitive advantage in that area by allowing other operators’ customers to access their network? 

� How will roaming services be charged? International roamers are used to paying higher call and 
data charges when abroad, but will UK users accept this when roaming within the UK? 

– Could the national roaming feature be an additional opt-in premium service? 

� Will, and should, the user be aware of national roaming? This may be necessary if call and data 
charges increase, but may not generally be a desirable aspect of the user experience. 

� What services are supported? Will UK mobile users be aware of, and understand, limitations 
placed on them if they are roaming? 

The solution in France has been to set clear bounds: 

� Roaming only occurs in those places which were total not-spots and infrastructure costs shared 

� The service, albeit slightly reduced, is transparent to the user who does not suffer a cost penalty 
and is aware only in that a special code rather than the operator is identified on the handset when 
using the roaming facility. 

The incentive that counters the drawbacks is of lower deployment costs (as these were shared) and a 
resulting increase in traffic (and revenue) - which in France appears to have exceeded expectations - 
albeit still quite small. 

                                                     
40 cell_id is the most likely way of defining an area but is not necessarily included in the registration message (although it may
be present for some operators to enable location-based services or specific charging arrangements). 
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National roaming in France 

In France, 3,000 total not-spots were identified in 2003, with a second small round in 2008. A consultation 
process took place, managed at local government level to help communes (local communities) to identify and 
nominate themselves for inclusion in the scheme. In this scheme only total not-spots were considered, anywhere 
with coverage by at least one operator was not considered and the normal competitive landscape applied. A 
survey was carried out for a small proportion of sites to determine whether the location met the qualifying criteria,
which included having no coverage by any operator in the centre of the town or village. 

The cost of the basic site infrastructure (access, power, mast etc) plus preparatory surveys was met in co-funded 
projects. The total cost was approximately €600 million comprising €150 million from each of the three operators, 
€65 million the Conseil Général (central Government) and a further €65 million from the local councils involved. 
There may have been unique circumstances as operator support to finance the not-spots was implemented at a 
time when discussions were also taking place into the fees for the 2G licence extensions.

Despite unequal market shares (the largest had 50% and the smallest 15%) each Mobile Network Operator 
contributed equally on the basis that the smallest would receive the greater returns from the local roaming access 
revenues as more users of the users would be from the other two networks 

By 2009, after 6 years, 98% of sites were completed, but the scheme had progressed more slowly than planned, 
in part due to the procurement processes and opposition during the planning process. 

Local roaming was decided as the preferential technical solution and mandated in law on 21 June 2004. It has 
been adopted in 70% of cases (with site sharing at 30%).Roaming is supported only from the operator to the not-
spot and the customer experience in the roaming environment is different, with some service limitations. This is 
made apparent as a specific code, rather than the operator name appears on the handset. However there is no 
impact on pricing. 

Despite some additional management and reporting overheads the scheme has proven more successful than 
originally envisaged, in terms of revenue generated. However, levels are extremely small when set against the 
overall market context and activity in these zones still shows a debit balance. 

 A similar programme has recently been introduced to address 3G total not-spots. This was agreed in February 
2010 between the three incumbent 3G operators, and planned to be extended to the fourth operator. RAN sharing 
will be used in preference to roaming. 

Reduce costs 

Roaming, as well as being a policy issue could help to reduce the headline costs of installing and 
maintaining network infrastructure. Other methods include, in principle:  

� Share more sites (between operators or with others) 

� Implement a framework of regulated rents from local authorities 

� Encourage local policies of making sites on 'public' land available at nominal cost 

� Use mandated sites in 'difficult' areas. 

(Third party funding is discussed in the section on how to defray costs.) 
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Sharing sites41 is an obvious way to make infrastructure cost savings and reducing roll-out costs 
would enable more sites or previously unattractive sites to be developed. As an example, a Highlands 
and Islands project in the late 1990s involved a Vodafone / Cellnet site sharing agreement to bring 
coverage to roads in that region. A limited form of site sharing is mandated in Norway in that an 
operator must make a site available to third parties on request. 

In the UK Mobile Network Operators are already increasing the extent to which they share site without 
this being mandated, and have recently highlighted potential billion pound savings that underpin the 
rationale for such a move. 

However, site-sharing has a number of technical and commercial challenges: 

� A base station site must fit into an operator's overall network design, so its location depends on 
adjacent sites meaning that a location which serves one operator does not necessarily provide the 
coverage required by another 

� Introducing another operator's equipment onto an existing site will have knock-on effects that may 
force upgrades (with resultant extra costs): 

– The tower, its foundations, and outbuildings must be physically large enough to take additional 
antennas and other equipment42; and there must be adequate power for all the operators 

– Some sites may present limitations in the backhaul options from that site which may make the 
site unacceptable to a new operator 

– Planning limits for the total radio power emitted from a site will limit the number of antennas 

– The apparent space on a site may offer the incumbent operator potential for future expansion or 
deployment of new technologies (e.g. 3G) which site sharing would compromise 

– Most base station sites in the UK are leasehold, so that any site-sharing agreement may require 
agreement with the landlord - and the potential for legal and commercial complexity 

– The major advantage of site-sharing is reduced costs, but forcing or encouraging operators to 
share sites may result in a landlord or incumbent operator attempting to charge a high site 
rental on the basis that the new operator has little or no choice about accepting the site. 
Similarly, planning processes that encourage operators to share sites do not take into account 
whether the site rentals being charged are fair or reflect typical market rates.  

                                                     
41 Some operators have also considered more complex RAN-share (Radio Access Network ) arrangements, rather than site-
sharing. In this case operators share active base station equipment on a site, for example, a single base-station and set of 
antennas would be shared. However, this arrangement does not necessarily produce different coverage than site-sharing and 
so is not considered separately 

42 There are added challenges in remote locations as towers for microwave backhaul need to be stronger and move less in 
strong winds (due to the small beam width of microwave antennas) than towers where optical fibre backhaul is used 

T-Mobile and 3 pool 3G mobile phone networks 
The Guardian Wed. 19 Dec. '07 

'The £2bn costs savings are divided equally 
between both companies and between capital 
expenditure savings - as both companies will 
need to acquire fewer sites - and operating 
expenses - as they will be pooling existing sites' 

Vodafone and O2 to pool mobile networks The Guardian Mon. 
23 Mar. '09 

The two mobile phone companies account a 'milestone 
collaboration … merge existing mobile sites and build new 
ones together… This covers the five countries both firms 
operate in… will save both firms hundreds of millions of 
pounds over the next decade. The pair are exploring further 
savings such as sharing transmission services 
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These challenges mean that if site-sharing were mandated some form of arbitration, rent capping, and 
potentially revised competition framework would probably be needed. This additional overhead would 
seem to offer relatively little advantage over purely commercial incentives (or related to the planning 
process) that are already actively being pursued by the operators. 

Encouraging the use of public land at nominal cost or rent may make more optimal sites 
available, and play a small part in encouraging deployment through lower set up and ongoing costs 
(rent).  

In a small number of cases stakeholders have indicated that some councils have a policy of never 
allowing mobile phone base stations to be installed on their land, so limiting the options available. The 
impact of rent, albeit at £1,000 annually for per street furniture site is small but may be 5% of the total 
revenue from one of the annual total revenue opportunity for a site with a large number of tourists, 
such as Bamburgh.43.

Public policy could direct councils to provide sites, and at nominal rents would be considered 
consistent with the overall policy of developing a Digital Britain. 

Defray costs 

By defraying costs the total cost of new infrastructure may not be reduced but the Mobile Network 
Operators would then not carry the full burden. Options, which might be combined, include 

� Providing, and encouraging the greater use of community, business or individual investments in 
priority areas  

� Introducing a 'levy' to fund infrastructure improvements (as for broadband) and provide grants to 
help community investments. 

Individual Solutions 

The lowest level of third party investment is at the individual level, with users installing point solutions 
(femtocells) 44 in their homes. This enables a user to overcome a local not-spot for a registered phone, 
in or near a specific building. There may be commercial benefits to the operator of defraying 
deployment costs and retaining customers45 and would appear to deal with specific facets of not-spots 
- a lack of indoor coverage affecting residents rather than visitors - rather than addressing the 
fundamental issue of providing network access to everyone in total not-spots. A purely commercial 
solution is already available. 

Community or Business Solutions 

Conversely engaging a community or businesses would offer benefits for all users, and there is 
relevant precedent to suggest it can be viable; 

� Many mobile network operators already have corporate programmes deploying in specific locations 

� Other countries have introduced schemes relying on community involvement - and central grant 
support which have resulted in the resolution of 1,000s of not-spots.  

                                                     
43 Noting the earlier observation that Operators do not necessarily associate costs and revenue directly at the base station level
44 The user's phone is connected to a personal backhaul via their broadband connection, typically for a fixed monthly payment 
and upfront charge. BT's Fusion product (now discontinued) and the current Vodafone Sure Signal offering are two 
embodiments.

45 a reduced propensity of a customer to change providers; avoidance of large scale investment in masts and backhaul capacity; 
avoidance of contentious planning issues in socially or culturally sensitive sites 
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Each of these is discussed below, with suggestions on how communities can be empowered to drive 
through such programmes. 

Multiple stakeholder responses make it clear that at least one operator is willing, in principle, to deploy 
new 2G sites where there is poor coverage (and relatively limited demand) if third parties pay for the 
infrastructure (i.e. they are not constrained by a strategic deployment policy). This would be consistent 
with the dedicated corporate programmes that operators report to provide coverage in hotels or other 
venues which meet their market or business criteria. However there were indications that budget 
constraints are starting to slow further deployment and one operator expressed concern at the level of 
overheads which would be associated with a "community corporate" and whether there would be a 
public sector role in managing the associated overhead of multiple such entities. 

Businesses or communities may be prepared to invest in infrastructure, in exchange only moderate 
returns, as part of a wider corporate service goal or to meet community priorities. However the more 
challenging sites with lower populations are likely to require public support. There are both historic and 
current examples in the UK:  

�  Infrastructure grants were provided to the more remote Scottish communities in the early stages of 
mobile phone technology, to provide a basic infrastructure in support of 2G deployment by 
Vodafone and BT Cellnet. The region is now supporting a similar initiative to deploy broadband to 
the home (see box below) 

�  Pontrhydfendigaid community, with others, is currently involved in a local initiative to obtain public 
sector funding for infrastructure that would then be rented to mobile network operators and provide 
3G coverage in the district and is seeking £360,000 via regional government for rural development 
funds (see box below.). 

                                                     
46 http://www.connectedcommunities.co.uk/
47 http://www.highland.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/E50A8F60-3FF2-440D-9E33-F1A13906C962/0/Item2ped0110.pdf

A Highlands and Islands Council programme in the 1990's aimed to provide 2G mobile coverage to over 90% % 
of the region's non-commercial arterial roads (A and B). The project provided a nominated site and basic 
infrastructure (mast, power, access etc) and cost over £40 million with ~£4 million of public sector funding, 
including EU grants. The balance was provided by private sector partners. Vodafone and Cellnet (now O2) 
realised economies by sharing masts. 

The £5.2 million Connected Communities46 programme benefited from public sector funding from EU (£2.6 
million), DTI (£1 million), Scottish Executive, Western Isles Enterprise and Comhairle nan Eilean Siar.  

The programme started in 2002, with first testing in 2005 and a second phase in 2007 providing infill masts. In 
2010 the Highland council reported47 that "there has been a high level of take up' of broadband services in the 
area, with over 60% of phone lines in the Highlands and Island (end 2008) having a broadband connection. This 
was particularly the case in areas with a relatively fast service" and that the speed and network capacity are 
"becoming an issue" as, although the initiatives "were innovative in their time", the speed is limited and now 
suboptimal.
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In both Norway and France public funding has been made available to mitigate the not-spots: 

� In France 3,000 total not-spots were identified in 2003 and a system of collaborative, part subsided 
funding established to improve coverage. The three Mobile Network Operators jointly contributed 
around 75% of the total cost with the balance from central and local public funds. (Further details of 
the solution are provided in the discussion on roaming.) 

� In Norway a scheme has more recently been introduced to fund those installations where the 
revenue based business case is inadequate to justify investment (see box below). The Mobile 
Network Operator reports participating in these schemes has resulted good publicity, consistent 
with the brand objectives. 

How are not-spots mitigated in Norway? 

Telenor covers 87.3% of the total area and, outdoors, provides coverage to 99.9% of people.

The minimum target levels are higher than set in this study, specifically poor coverage is defined as an outdoor 
power level of:

� <-85 dBm on roads 

� <-75 dBm in villages 

� <-65 dBm in cities.

In addition network planning is moving to ever finer resolution from an original area definition of 160,000m2 to 
8,100m2 and now progressing towards 900m2

There is a goal (not mandated) of providing coverage:  

� To all communities of 200 homes if they can be covered by a single base station 

� Along major roads 

� In the Oslo tube 

� In airports, shopping areas and larger hotels.

It was not a goal to provide coverage in trains.

It has taken much longer than planned to fill in the not-spots, possibly because each proposal has to go through 
the full planning process, rather than the simpler process available for smaller sites in the UK
(telecommunications determination). This may have resulted in a tendency not to build small masts - the average 
is 24m. The solution has been to deploy new base stations rather than offer roaming. However sites must be 
made available to others who need wireless base stations (e.g. other operators, media etc). 

While Norway is reported to be one of best covered countries in the world customers complain about many 
aspects of the service; from lack of indoor coverage (including in lifts and trains) and the speed of 3G services. 
While providing ubiquitous coverage is seen as valuable to the brand each proposed site must meet business 
case criteria. When developing the business model all forms of revenue are considered, from transient (in car) 
users to residents, visitors and people in hotels, offices etc. However, if the not-spot is along a road it is 'just fixed' 
as part of the brand commitment to providing ubiquitous cover.  

If the business case is inadequate a mechanism has recently been established that enables a community 
requesting coverage to seek a government grant to fund half the basic infrastructure cost. There are believed to 
be a number of qualifying criteria including specific regions and a stated commitment from the community.
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As part of a policy to shared costs there may be a need to help 
communities understand how best proceed - to make an 
investment or obtain grants: Even if funding were available, or a 
community or business wished to invest, a challenge identified 
by stakeholders is to understand how to proceed, the options 
available and what needs to be known in order to make a successful case. In general those who had 
actively tried to improve coverage had simply written to one or two Mobile Network Operators and 
have obtained indicative costs of installing a macrocell. Accordingly, there may be a role for a guide, 
providing communities through the necessary steps to give them confidence to raise funds and 
proceed. A toolkit was proposed by one stakeholder - indicating what a Mobile Network Operator 
would need to know before committing internal resource, how to address questions around the site, 
related infrastructure, ownership, contract duration, rent, area served (and paying for) by any new 
base station that would need to be answered. The toolkit might even be extended further to indicate 
typical specifications, types of skills needed by any supplier and potential means of raising suitable 
funds.

Additional information is needed before the investment that would be needed to mitigate all the total 
not-spots can be estimated, not least an agreement on the number of such not-spots in the UK. A 
number of other factors would need to be defined, agreed and, potentially, measured (see box below). 
The method of raising funds would also need to be determined but a levy similar to the broadband levy 
recently proposed to fund the deployment of fibre-to-the-home might be contemplated. A monthly 
charge of £0.50 per fixed line was proposed for that scheme and was expected to raise around £150 
million annually.  

� One operator indicated that it considered there to be around 2,000 not-spots in the UK 

� If all these were mitigated by macro sites the total cost would be around £200 million. 

Any proposal for the mobile levy would need to answer similar questions as those raised by service 
providers and others for the broadband levy, relating to the transparency and 'fairness' of such a tax.  

Factors to consider when estimating the total cost of mitigating not-spots in the UK that affect residents 

To determine the cost of completely mitigating all 2G not-spots additional information will be needed: 

� A confirmed definition what a not-spot is, which will include factors such as  

– The radio power level for coverage 

– The minimum area or number of homes with measured radio power below that threshold  

– Whether a not-spot must be total (no operators) or partial (sufficient power from at least 1 but fewer than 4) 
– and if the latter, a definition of the minimum acceptable number of networks available 

� Determination of the number and nature of the not-spots, which may be by 

– Awareness raising, consultation and submission of requests for coverage (as in France and Norway) 

– Measurement of the whole of the UK at the required spatial and signal strength levels  

� Agreed methods for providing coverage in identified not-spots 
� The type of cell needed for each not-spot from macro or femtocells; how many, their location, nature of back 

haul etc 
� Whether 3G only would be an acceptable alternative to 2G 

� Who will pay for what 

'It is better to empower the 
communities [than do it for them]. 
They mobilise to make things happen 
if they know what to do' 
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– What the solution would look like (e.g. cell type) 

– Bounds on any investment (e.g. does it include enabling infrastructure, backhaul, rent, amortisation, etc)  

– The total cost 

– Who pays for what and on what basis (public or private enterprise; UK or other parties; relative share of 
the costs; mechanisms for cost recovery or revenue generation etc).

Increase revenue 

The final alternative, in addition to market policy or reducing the cost to operators of new 
infrastructure, is to increase revenue, but the options appear extremely limited. 

Increasing tariffs in defined areas according to cost of providing coverage could in principle help, but 
given that most not-spots do have coverage from one operator, it is difficult to see how others could 
sustain higher charges. Further, bundle based contracts, where payment is largely independent of call 
levels, have tended to prevail48 as the take-up of communications technology matures and it seems 
unlikely that the trend will be reversed (with the further knock-on effect that even the opportunity from 
visitor derived revenues will be of decreasing significance). Even in the French solution to total not-
spots, where it was clear to users that their call was being managed by the community scheme, and 
that roaming was in place (with those cost implications) it has not been considered realistic to 
differentiate call changes 

4.1.3 Solutions to mitigate different types of anticipated not-spot 

The third set of solutions revolves around finding ways of reducing barriers and delays where 
coverage is planned and those identified are related to the planning process: 

� Extend permitted development rights to reduce planning overhead 

� Raise awareness of the impact of planning decisions on local coverage. 

In a very limited number of cases there may be technical challenges that involve multiple parties. 

Solutions for both these types of challenge are discussed here. 

Planning permissions 

The refusal rates of planning applications noted in sampled urban areas suggests delays and costs in 
deploying networks in some areas - but relatively little impact in others. 

The options range from improving the quality of applications, improving communications with 
communities to the extreme of bypassing the planning process (i.e. allowing unchecked development) 

There is already a mechanism which provides telecommunications applications to proceed rapidly 
under either Notifications or Telecommunications Determinations (Notification of Prior Approval) 
subject to a number of prerequisites49. In the small scale survey more than 25% were this type. 

                                                     
48 Ofcom's communications report 2009 shows that for the first time the number of pre-pay subscriptions fell. At the same time 
the rate of growth in the number and proportion of contract subscriptions increased. 

49 As defined in the Planning Policy Guidance 8: Telecommunications. See 
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/ppg8.pdf
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Further, planning officers generally indicated that they have a constructive working relationship with 
Mobile Network Operators and at least one stakeholder mentioned that Operators' Community Liaison 
Officers made a positive contribution.  

Operators in other countries encounter similar planning challenges and one suggested that where 
communities actively wish to increase coverage in their area relatively few applications (maybe 10% 
are blocked). This is consistent with observations by stakeholders - some communities are actively 
seeking to have the infrastructure installed and some councils have actively supported applications; 
but this does not mean that there will be no objections to a proposal.  

It is interesting to note that in Norway, unlike the UK, there is no 'permitted development' for smaller 
installations, which means that all new structures must go through the planning process. While this 
may slow some deployments conversely it may mean that fewer network design compromises - and 
fewer installations - are made as the designers do not plan for smaller masts. 

Finally, there was a general belief from planning officers and others that not enough effort is made to 
share sites (see earlier box), despite the publicly stated commitment from the Mobile Network 
Operators to do so. However the trend may be changing, as noted earlier explicit agreements are in 
place between various of the Operators to share sites in the UK and elsewhere. 

In summary no solutions have been identified that would constructively and significantly increase the 
rate of planning approvals.  

Disproportionate technical challenges 

A small number of technical barriers were identified in the case studies and a number of stakeholders 
felt that there needed to be a means of increasing cooperation between diverse stakeholders such as 
Mobile Network Operators, train and rail infrastructure bodies, land owners, community groups and 
government (see also solutions in the context of trains below).  

4.1.4 Solutions in the context of trains  

There appear to be two generic types of solutions, which may be deployed jointly 

� Local roaming or shared sites - to mitigate partial not-spots 

� Greater track-side access - to deploy infrastructure to fill in total not-spots. 

Roaming may help mitigate a small number of not-spots in tunnels and cuttings that need special-
purpose dedicated infrastructure, or solutions that are at least tailored to overcome the specific 
topographical challenge. As a minimum sites should be shared to address the common problem and 
reduce the number infrastructure related risks. 

While greater track side access is not the only solution it will help Mobile Network Operators address 
specific challenging sites, for example in deep cuttings, where a base station must be near the track to 
provide line of sight coverage or in tunnels to install leaky feeders. As noted earlier there are specific 
technical, safety and commercial challenges with realising this access.  
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Technically it would seem logical for Mobile Network Operators to have access to the GSM-R sites, for 
shared services. However the commercial barriers to deployment may be more challenging to 
address. For many years various stakeholders associated with mobile communications have reported 
that it can be difficult to reach a commercial agreement to deploy infrastructure. This seems an 
intractable problem since rents are unlikely to be sufficiently high to be attractive to Network Rail 
unless they are so high as to be unattractive to the operators. A UK wide policy steer would seem to 
be the only way forward. 
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5 There is scope for further actions 
by the diverse stakeholders 

From this study it is clear that the majority of not-spots exist because the business case for providing 
additional infrastructure is not strong and it is unlikely that this will change in the future without some 
external action. 

The main challenge is to find a way to make the business case more compelling so that the Mobile 
Network Operators can invest in filling in the 2G not -spots - but at the same time not detracting from 
other stated priorities such as the mobile broadband in support of the Digital Britain objective.  

5.1 Government and policy makers 
Central or regional government, or economic development agencies, may also consider there is value 
in establishing a budget to support solutions in economically unviable locations: 

� This approach would be consistent with current strategy of deploying broadband (mobile and fixed) 
and it may be appropriate for a one-off fund comparable to that of the annual proposed broadband 
levy, of order £100 million 

� Qualifying criteria both for sites, funding and types of acceptable point solutions will need to be 
agreed upfront; along with mechanisms to ensure ongoing costs are met.  

� It would be necessary to consider whether funds exist, or could be raised for a separate scheme to 
fix mobile not-spots; whether it might duplicate any universal broadband commitment; and co-
ordination to ensure a broadband commitment and '2G not-spots commitment' are addressed 
effectively. 

There may be a role to mandate localised roaming in specific locations, and potentially for that to be 
expanded to 3G services: 

� The solution in France, applied in very tightly defined circumstances, appears to have benefited 
both users and the Operators. The National Parks and other extensive sites of special interest and 
low population densities would appear to be the prime candidates . 

If a broadband Universal Service commitment or obligation were taken forward in the UK, 
Government, any relevant procurement body (or Ofcom if it has any role in implementation) could 
consider whether it would be realistic or cost effective to make basic 2G mobile services an 
underpinning component: 

� It would need to consider the extent to which mobile technology would play a role in delivering a 
universal broadband commitment, and the extent to which this could be used to mitigate 2G not-
spots. 
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5.2 Ofcom 
Ofcom may wish to commission a detailed survey to determine the full extent of the not-spots across 
the UK: 

� The study found quite localised total or partial not-spots that may not be apparent from planning 
tools; until there is a good understanding of the number and scale of these it will not be possible to 
determine the full impact and resources needed to mitigate them 

� Any such study presupposes that a common definition of a not-spot is codified, explained and 
acceptable to users. 

Ofcom could aim to establish common definitions, increase awareness and understanding of 
published information relating to coverage and implications for network availability: 

� At present there appears to be a mismatch between users' expectations, or interpretation of data, 
and published information - specifically around the granularity of information and locations in which 
calls can be made. Users consider they live in a not-spot if they can't reliably make calls from any 
room within a home - indoor zones less than 10 m2 - and from at least several networks, while 
published data typically relate to outdoor coverage over ~100's m2.

Communities appear to welcome Ofcom playing a role as coordinator to support them in finding local 
solutions: 

� Ofcom could help consumers to exert their influence in the context of empowering communities. 
Diverse stakeholders identified a potential coordination role, recognising that empowered 
communities tend to be the most effective but need to know how and where to direct their efforts. 
This role could include providing a forum through which communities could engage with others 
encountering the same challenges, signposting grants or providing a tool kit which would provide 
guidance on the whole implementation process. 

� Ofcom may need a higher profile with consumers as few had considered contacting it for advice or 
support.  

Ofcom could actively support Mobile Network Operators in reaching a workable solution for railway 
trackside deployment, which may include getting involved in the debate around potential safety risks:  

� There appears little commercial imperative to resolve the current situation. 

� As regulator Ofcom can play an explicitly independent role in evaluating the reality and impact of 
safety issues that have been identified, and engage as a peer with its regulatory equivalent, the 
Office of Rail Regulation. 

Were collaborative measures such as localised roaming and greater site sharing to emerge as 
solutions for not-spots Ofcom could consider playing an active role in ensuring competition policy does 
not, or does not appear to, hinder such cooperation between Mobile Network Operators. 
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5.3 Community and individual actions 
There is a role for individuals to influence market policy and the priorities for Mobile Network Operators 
by being more vocal and acting when coverage is inadequate: 

� This is unlikely to be a measure with immediate impact. Individuals are limited in the extent to 
which they can act to cause a change in policy and most community efforts seem to have had 
limited success. However it appears from the interviews that at least one operator is consistently 
the most responsive to communities. With consumer pressure operators may come to regard 
ubiquitous coverage (in terms that consumers understand) as a valuable brand differentiator. 

5.4 Mobile Network Operators 
Mindful of more straitened times and smaller budgets than ten years ago it is not realistic to expect 
Mobile Network Operators to immediately invest in mitigating all the not-spots in the UK. However 
there would appear to be a number of potential actions:  

� To respond constructively to communities seeking advice and guidance on obtaining coverage 

� To continue to cooperate with studies into the feasibility of the proposed solutions, and to consider 
whether local broadband solutions could be used as a cost effective platform for improving 2G 
coverage (Communities which are likely to require wireless or other multi-technology broadband 
solutions are, in the main, those which also suffer poor 2G.)  

� To continue to be proactive in raising concerns regarding site access to sites to Ofcom - particularly 
on public land 

� Finally, to review whether more could be done to manage user expectations, recognising that 
users' perspectives may be very different to those of technology experts. 
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